
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA

CIVIL DIVISION

STATE OF FLORIDA,
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL REGULATION,

Plaintiff,

vs.

TRI-MED CORPORATION,
TRI-MED ASSOCIATES INC.,
JEREMY ANDERSON,
ANTHONY N. NICHOLAS, III,
ERIC AGER, IRWIN AGER,
TERESA SIMMONS BORDINAT
a/k/a TERESA SIMMONS,
and ANTHONY N. NICHOLAS, JR.,

Defendants.

Case No.: 14-001695-CI

BURTON W. WIAND, AS RECEIVER'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO EXPAND SCOPE OF THE RECEIVERSHIP TO

INCLUDE INTERVENTIONAL PAIN CENTER, PLLC

STATE OF FLORIDA

COUNTY OF HILLSBOROUGH )

Burton W. Wiand declares as follows:

1. I am an attorney with Wiand Guerra King P.A. in Tampa, Florida.

2. On March 5, 2014, the Court appointed me Receiver over defendants (a) Tri-Med

Corporation ("Tri-Med") and (b) Tri-Med Associates Inc. On May 13, 2014, the Court

appointed me Receiver over TMFL Holdings, LLC (collectively, the "Receivership Entities").

Attached as Exhibits 1, 2, 3, and 4 are true and correct copies of the Complaint, Amended

Complaint, the March 5, 2014, Order appointing me as Receiver (the "Order Appointing

Receiver"), and the May 13, 2014 Order appointing me as Receiver over TMFL.
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3. I make this affidavit based on information personally known to me or gathered

and investigated by others at my request and under my direction. I have been assisted in my

investigation by my attorneys, forensic accountants, information technology experts, and others.

Since I obtained control of the Receivership Entities, we have gathered information from

numerous individuals associated with the Receivership Entities and related entities or other

entities purportedly doing business with Receivership Entities, including officers, employees,

sales people, accountants, and lawyers.

4. Some information has been redacted from exhibits to this affidavit to protect

individuals' sensitive personal information or to comply with federal laws governing disclosure

of medical information. None of the redactions, however, are material to this affidavit

5. I make this affidavit in support of my motion to expand this Receivership to

include Interventional Pain Center, PLLC ("IPC"). This affidavit sets forth facts establishing

that Defendants defrauded investors and used the proceeds of that fraud to fund IPC. In exchange

for a portion of that money, Defendants purported to assign to Tri-Med medical accounts

receivable ("A/12.") generated by IPC. IPC then used those funds for a variety of unauthorized

and undisclosed purposes, including converting hundreds of thousands of dollars to cash through

checks forged by Defendant Jeremy Anderson; the transfer of over $150,000 to an entity owned

by Defendant Anderson; and multiple transfers to Defendant Anderson's girlfriend. Not a single 

penny of collections on any of those receivables has been remitted to Tri-Med. Further,

after receiving notice of the Order Appointing Receiver and incorporated asset freeze,

Defendants (1) transferred $300,000 to IPC, (2) immediately transferred those funds from IPC to

a third party childhood friend of Defendant Anderson; and (3) used those funds to pay for,

among other things, attorney's fees for certain Defendants including Defendant Anderson.
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Consistent with my obligations and duties under the Order Appointing Receiver, it is critical to

add IPC to this Receivership to protect defrauded investors and maximize the Receivership estate

for their benefit.

Results Of My Investigation 

6. My investigation has revealed that the verified allegations made by the Florida

Office of Financial Regulation ("OFR") in fact understated the fraud carried out by Defendants.

7. According to the forensic accountant assisting me with this investigation,

Defendants raised over $17 million from investors beginning in October 2011 through the sale of

securities offered through Tri-Med.

8. Investors were solicited to buy and were offered securities through Tri-Med in the

form of an "investment program" in which investors' money purportedly would be used to buy

medical-practice-related accounts receivable "backed" by Letters of Protection ("LOPs").1

9. In return for an investment in Tri-Med, an investor was promised (a) an

assignment to the investor of 1 or more LOPs, depending on the amount of the investment; (b)

payment to the investor of "interest" at above-market rates; and (c) a return of the investor's

principal investment once the medical receivable backed by the LOP purportedly assigned to that

investor was satisfied or at the expiration of two years, whichever occurred first.

10. Despite these representations, my forensic accountants have found that less than

$5 million of approximately $17 million raised from investors was used to buy LOPs.

11. In fact, and without disclosing it to investors, as a matter of course Defendants

usually took 40% of the money invested in Tri-Med by investors for themselves as purported

LOPs are contracts involving a patient, his or her attorney, and a medical services

provider under which the patient and his or her attorney agree to pay the medical provider from

the proceeds of any pre-suit settlement or lawsuit settlement or judgment the patient may obtain.
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"expenses" and "overhead," and, to a far smaller extent, to pay commissions to other sales

people and pay "interest" to investors.

12. This is admitted to by Defendants in the "Accounting of Investor Funds" (the

"Accounting") filed by Defendant Jeremy Anderson ("Defendant Anderson") with the Court

on March 14, 2014 and attached hereto as Exhibit 5. Along the top of the Accounting, it shows

that 40% of "client investments" were supposedly earmarked for paying "Expenses and

Overhead," and a small part of that money was also used to make investor "interest" payments.

13. Similarly, Defendants did not disclose to investors that as a matter of course they

would only earmark 60% of the money raised from investors for "working capital" to operate

Tri-Med's purported investment program. As discussed above in paragraph 13, Defendants did

not even meet this far-reduced number, and instead used only approximately $5 million of the

approximately $17 million raised from investors to buy LOPs.

14. Also without disclosing it to investors, some of the investors' money was used to

buy real estate; buy medical equipment; make purported "loans" to various individuals with ties

to Defendants, including an employee of Tri-Med (and Defendant Anderson's current attorney),

an owner of a car service company, a contractor, and for other unauthorized purposes.

15. We also discovered evidence that some of the purported "loans" made with

investors' money never actually occurred and instead the loan documents likely were fabricated

to try to hide that at least some Defendants were taking additional investors' money out of Tri-

Med for personal and unauthorized purposes.

16. Defendants also made the following material misrepresentations and/or omissions

to investors:

a. Failing to disclose that multiple LOPs purchased by Tri-Med contained
explicit language prohibiting their subsequent transfer or assignment;
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b. Representing that the Tri-Med investment was "registered with" and
"reviewed by" OFR, and that the investment operated as an "exempt
security," when none of those claims were accurate;

c. Claiming that the Tri-Med investment was "backed by a major insurance
company" when that was not accurate;

d. Claiming that the Tri-Med investment was as safe as bank CDs and
considered "safe enough, even for the most conservative of investors" when
this was not accurate;

e. Telling investors that Tri-Med worked with "large hospitals" when in reality
the vast majority of LOPs were purchased from only 3 sources, including IPC;

f. Claiming that all investor funds would be deposited in the trust account of
law firm Marlowe McNabb when less than $3 million of $17 million raised
from investors was ultimately deposited into that account; and

g. Supplying a "legal opinion letter authored by a Florida attorney providing a
legal opinion about the Tri-Med securities sold that was later declared to be a
forgery by the attorney that purportedly authored the letter.

Interventional Pain Center, PLLC

17. IPC was formed on July 10, 2013. A true and correct copy of IPC's Business

Record Details from the website of the Minnesota Secretary of State is attached hereto as

Exhibit 6. IPC's principal office is listed as 10653 Wayzata Blvd., Suite 200, Minnetonka,

Minnesota 55123, and Chad Hill is listed as its registered agent.

18. Defendant Anderson was involved with IPC from its inception. Attached hereto

as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of an affidavit executed by Dr. David Ketroser (the

"Ketroser Affidavit"). Dr. Ketroser is a former IPC employee who was initially hired to work

at IPC's predecessor by Defendant Anderson and subsequently continued in that same role at

IPC. Id. at II 2.

19. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the

deposition of Defendant Anderson on October 13, 2014. Defendant Anderson asserted his Fifth

Amendment Constitutional right against self-incrimination when asked (a) about the relationship

between IPC and Tri-Med; (b) whether Tri-Med monies were provided to IPC; and (c) whether

IPC's initial funding derived from Tri-Med funds.
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20. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the

deposition transcript of Dr. Chad Hill taken June 5, 2015. Dr. Hill testified that, among other

things, he (1) regularly cashed checks totaling hundreds of thousands of dollars at the direction

of Defendant Anderson; and (2) allowed Defendant Anderson to write two checks totaling

$175,000 in the days following the Court's entry of the Order Appointing Receiver and

associated asset freeze to be deposited in Dr. Hill's account and subsequently distributed at the

direction of Defendant Anderson to purported attorneys to prevent IPC's assets from being

frozen.

21. Beginning shortly after its formation and continuing until the institution of this

receivership, IPC received a series of transfers of money from Tri-Med which totaled nearly $1

million and were the source of IPC's initial funding. Following is a table of these transfers as

reflected in the banking records of Tri-Med and IPC:

Date Amount From Check #

7/31/2013 $1,496.07 Tri-Med 10060

7/31/2013 $13,682.80 Tri-Med 10062

8/12/2013 $15,000.00 Tri-Med 10069

8/30/2013 $21,500.00 Tri-Med 10079

9/13/2013 $17,000.00 Tri-Med 10093

9/15/2013 $20,000.00 Tri-Med 10096

9/26/2013 $112,689.00 Tri-Med Wire

10/9/2013 $100,000.00 Tri-Med 10099

10/28/2013 $50,000.00 Tri-Med
10105

11/13/2013 $20,000.00 Tri-Med 10114

11/27/2013 $25,000.00 Tri-Med 10122
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12/6/2013 $10,000.00 Tri-Med 10126

12/11/2013 $30,000.00 Tri-Med 10129

12/27/2013 $30,000.00 Tri-Med
10141

1/13/2014 $30,000.00 Tri-Med Wire

1/28/2014 $50,000.00 Tri-Med Wire

2/12/2014 $70,000.00 Tri-Med Wire

2/26/2014 $50,000.00 Tri-Med Wire

2/26/2014 $5,000.00 Tri-Med 10159

3/5/2014 $300,000.00 Tri-Med Wire

Total: $971,367.87

22. True and correct copies of the negotiated checks and/or wire transfer

confirmations reflecting these transfers are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit 10.

23. While IPC also sporadically received checks that appear to have been payment for

services provided to patients, these amounts were insignificant, and in any event, in all likelihood

at least some, if not all, of those checks should have been turned over to Tri-Med given that most

if not all of 1PC's A/R was assigned to Tri-Med.

24. IPC also received a $50,000 wire transfer on August 14, 2013, from Balance

Restaurant Group, LLC ("Balance"). See Exhibit 11. Balance is a Georgia restaurant in which

Defendant Anderson previously used investor funds to make a $250,000 investment in his

personal capacity. See Exhibit 12. Thus, the $50,000 wire transfer on August 14, 2013, also

consisted of Tri-Med investor funds.

25. At least $6,000 was transferred to IPC from an account in the name of Tri-Med

Management, Inc., a Minnesota entity owned and controlled by Defendant Anderson and which
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regularly received transfers of investor funds from Tri-Med. True and correct copies of various

transfers and checks from Tri-Med to TMM are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit 13.

26. On multiple occasions and in connection with certain — but not all — of the

transfers listed above, IPC and Tri-Med executed an "Assignment of Medical Receivables" (the

"Assignment") purportedly evidencing the sale (at a discount) to Tri-Med of a total of

approximately $1.3 million in A/R generated by IPC. True and correct copies of the executed

Assignments are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit 14. Each Assignment generally covered

the sale of A/R generated by IPC over a certain period, and included an Exhibit A listing the

patient charges and the corresponding purchase price paid by Tri-Med.

27. Over $200,000 was transferred by Tri-Med to IPC without any corresponding

Assignment evidencing the "sale" of medical accounts receivable. Indeed, the "memo" portion

on some of the checks comprising this amount — which were signed by Defendant Anderson —

included references to "insurance" and "payroll."

28. Not including the $300,000 transfer, Tri-Med transferred $517,689.00 to IPC in

exchange for the purchase of $1,366,614.80 in purported A/R. Id.

29. A review of Tri-Med's books and records shows that Tri-Med has not received a

single penny from IPC representing collections on the A/R sold by IPC to Tri-Med. Instead, it

appears that IPC has converted those funds for its own use.

30. For example, IPC provided services to patient L.B. over the course of several

months that were sold to Tri-Med in Assignments 1, 3, 4, and 7. The "book value" of these

services was $23,473.10, and Tri-Med paid $7,839.44 to purchase this A/R (the "L.B. A/R").

31. To date, IPC has collected $17,206 on the L.B. A/R. See Exhibit 15. None of the

money collected on the L.B. A/R has been turned over to Tri-Med — the rightful owner.
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32. IPC maintained an account at Voyager Bank (the "IPC Voyager Account") until

approximately January 21, 2015, when the account was closed. A review of deposits at IPC's

Voyager Bank account until its closing shows that IPC collected at least $139,637.22 in

payments made on A/R that was sold by IPC to Tri-Med and evidenced by the Assignments.

None of the money collected on the A/R sold by IPC to Tri-Med has been provided to Tri-Med.

Information available to me also suggests that Defendant Anderson continues to collect on this

A/R and thus misappropriate monies rightly belonging to Tri-Med.

33. Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is the Account Application for IPC's bank account

at Voyager Bank.

34. From September 2013 to December 2014, numerous wire transfers and checks

originated from the IPC Voyager Account. This included:

• Over $178,000 in checks to Tri-Med Management — an entity owned and
controlled by Defendant Anderson;

• Multiple checks (and wires) to Holly Kwon — Defendant Anderson's girlfriend

— despite no record of any services provided to IPC by Ms. Kwon;

• Checks for Defendant Anderson's monthly rent at a luxury hotel as well as
IPC's monthly rent; and

• Numerous checks totaling at least $300,000 to Dr. Chad Hill, which Dr. Hill
testified were typically cashed by him and the proceeds given to Defendant
Anderson.

35. Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of a police report filed by

Dr. Michael Mai with the Minnetonka Police Department on January 23, 2015.

36. Attached hereto as Composite Exhibit 18 are true and correct copies of wire

transfer documentation evidencing a $300,000 wire transfer (the "$300,000 Transfer') from Tri-

Med's bank account to the IPC Voyager Account.
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37. In the days following IPC's receipt of the $300,000 Transfer, two checks were

written from IPC to Dr. Chad Hill totaling $175,000. True and correct copies of those checks are

attached hereto as Exhibit 19.

38. Dr. Hill subsequently made numerous wire transfers to multiple individuals and

entities, which he testified were selected by Defendant Anderson, including several law firms

that provided legal services to Defendants Anderson and Nicholas. True and correct copies of

those wire transfer confirmations are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit 20.

39. Attached hereto as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of a check written to and

cashed by Defendant Nicholas's daughter, Mary Ann Nicholas.

40. Attached hereto as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of an email dated

October 28, 2013 produced by Defendants.

41. Attached hereto as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of an email dated

December 5, 2013 produced by Defendants.

42. Attached hereto as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of an email dated

December 29, 2013 produced by Defendants.

43. Attached hereto as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of a valid subpoena

directed to IPC served on March 29, 2014 on IPC's registered agent, Dr. Hill.

44. Attached hereto as Exhibit 26 is a true and correct copy of the Order entered by

the Minnesota District Court directing IPC to produce responsive documents to the subpoena.
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FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Burton W. Wiand

STATE OF FLORIDA

COUNTY OF HILLSBOROUGH )

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day, before me, an officer duly authorized to take

acknowledgements in the state aforesaid and in the county aforesaid, BURTON W. WIAND

personally appeared to me, who is personally known to me to be the person described herein and

executed the foregoing and acknowledged before me that he executed the same.

2015

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before the undersigned this

NOTARY PUBLIC
uzin

Print name:  icinez 

lay of

My Commission Expires: 
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Loan amount Amount Due in 1 Year

Jim Nicholas 10,000.00$ 12,000.00$

Nick Nicholas 1,000.00$ 1,200.00$

Ray's Car Service 36,000.00$ 43,200.00$

Dikson Rodriguez 20,000.00$ 24,000.00$

Dr Meckerson 50,000.00$ 60,000.00$

Ray's Car Service 20,000.00$ 28,000.00$

Totals 137,000.00$ 168,400.00$

Outstanding Loans
Borrower
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

IN AND FOR PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIVIL DIVISION

STATE OF FLORIDA,
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL REGULATION,

Plaintiff,

vs.

TRI-MED CORPORATION,
TRI-MED ASSOCIATES INC.,
JEREMY ANDERSON,
ANTHONY N. NICHOLAS, III,
ERIC AGER, IRWIN AGER,
TERESA SIMMONS BORDINAT

a/k/a TERESA SIMMONS, and
ANTHONY N. NICHOLAS, JR.,

Defendants,

vs.

TMFL HOLDINGS, LLC,

Relief Defendant.

Case No.: 14-001695-CA

/

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID KETROSER. M.D.

STATE OF MINNESOTA

COUNTY OF HENNEPIN

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, appeared David Ketroser, M.D., who, first

being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I am over the age of eighteen and am competent to testify about the matters

herein. This affidavit is based upon information personally known to me.

2. I have been a licensed doctor since 1978. In or around July 2013, I became

associated with the predecessor to Interventional PainCenter, PLLC ("IPC") as an independent



contractor. I was hired to work at the predecessor to IPC as a medical doctor by Defendant

Jeremy AndersonC'Defendant Anderson"), and subsequently continuedin the same role at IPC.

3. Minnesota law requires that an entityproviding medical services to the public be

owned and operated by a physician. During my tenure at IPC, Dr. Chad Hill appeared on

documents as the owner and operator of IPC. It is my understanding that Dr. Chad Hill and

Defendant Anderson were close friends.

4. While Dr. Chad Hill was listed as the owner and operator of IPC, Defendant

Anderson was the de facto owner and operator of IPC and exercised absolute and sole control

over IPC. This included sole control over IPC's books and records, hiring and firing decisions,

and both critical and day-to-day business operations.

5. Defendant Anderson was the sole source of fimding for IPC and I later learned

that all of that funding came from Tri-Med Corporation. Specifically, Defendant Anderson sold

approximately $1.8 million of IPC's accounts receivable ("A/R") to Tri-Med Corporation for

approximately $900,000 (the "A/R Sale").

6. Despite this sale. Defendant Anderson afterwards repeatedly told me that IPC did

not have any money.

7. Defendant Anderson was present on IPC's premises on a near-daily basis, and he

also maintained an office in IPC.

8. Following the institution of this action by the Florida Office of Financial

Regulation, Defendant Anderson moved his office from IPC to an adjacent office suite to try to

distance himself from IPC.

9. It is my understanding that while IPC received payments on the A/R sold to Tri-

Med, Defendant Anderson did not transfer any of that money to Tri-Med. Instead, Defendant



Anderson used those funds for other purposes, including the payment of IPG's general expenses,

employee salaries, and wages.

10. I ceased my Independent Gontractor relationship with IPG in August 2014.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

avidKetroser

STATE OF MINNESOTA )

)
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN )

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 6^ day of March, 2015, by

David Ketroser, who El is personally known to me, or • has produced

as identification.

AMYEFRASEUR
Notary Public

Minnesota
ion Exjpin^ Jawiaro 31.2019

Not^ Fubli^^JBtate ofMinnesota

Printed Name:

My Gommission Expnres:
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In The Matter Of:
STATE OF FLORIDA, OFFICE OF FINANCIAL REGULATION vs.

TRI-MED CORPORATION, ET AL

JEREMY ANDERSON

October 13, 2014

HERBERT L. PETERSON & ASSOCIATES, INC.

11900 WAYZATA BOULEVARD WEST

SUITE 115

MINNETONKA, MN  55305

hpa@skypoint.com

Min-U-Script® with Word Index
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 1   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

 2   Q.  Are you aware that multiple attorneys have --
  

 3       have advised the State of Florida Office of
  

 4       Financial Regulation that their signatures
  

 5       were forged on letters of protection provided
  

 6       -- provided -- that were found in the -- in
  

 7       the records of Tri-Med Corporation?
  

 8   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

 9   Q.  Did you use investors' monies to pay for IPC
  

10       equipment, lease payments, salaries, medical
  

11       equipment, or letters of protection?
  

12   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

13   Q.  I want to ask you another question about a
  

14       topic we covered a while back, but it was the
  

15       Bank of America of letters of credit.
  

16            Is there any other letter of credit that
  

17       was ever purchased by -- by Tri-Med
  

18       Corporation?
  

19   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

20   Q.  Who is Tri-Med management?
  

21   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

22   Q.  Do you control it?
  

23   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

24   Q.  Where is that entity located?
  

25   A.  Plead the Fifth.
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 1   Q.  Have your personal expenses ever been paid
  

 2       through Tri-Med management?
  

 3   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

 4   Q.  Has -- has funds from Tri-Med Corporation
  

 5       ever been transferred to Tri-Med management?
  

 6   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

 7   Q.  Have -- have funds from Tri-Med management
  

 8       ever been provided to IPC?
  

 9   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

10                 MR. MELCHIOR:  I think I'd like to
  

11            take about a five-minute break now, and
  

12            then we can go back on the record.
  

13                       (Break taken.)
  

14                 MR. MELCHIOR:  So let's go back on
  

15            the record.  It's now approximately five
  

16            minutes to ten Minnesota time.  Okay.  I
  

17            have a couple of follow-up questions.
  

18   BY MR. MELCHIOR:
  

19   Q.  I asked you earlier about some letters from
  

20       an investor named Robert McCellan --
  

21       McClellan that had been directed to Tri-Med
  

22       investors.
  

23            Were you responsible for the letter sent
  

24       to Tri-Med investors signed by Robert
  

25       McClellan?
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 1   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

 2   Q.  And a question about Tri-Med management, and
  

 3       I had touched on Tri-Med management before.
  

 4            Did Tri-Med management receive all or
  

 5       substantially all of its funding from Tri-Med
  

 6       Corporation or from Tri-Med Corporation
  

 7       investors indirectly?
  

 8   A.  I plead the Fifth.
  

 9   Q.  I referred to IPC, I think, in my previous
  

10       questions as International Pain Center, and I
  

11       believe the correct name is Interventional
  

12       Pain Center.  In light of that correction, I
  

13       should have been referring to IPC as
  

14       Interventional Pain Center.
  

15            Would you like to correct any of your
  

16       answers to the questions when I refer to
  

17       Intervention -- to International Pain Center?
  

18   A.  I plead the Fifth.
  

19   Q.  Would this change any of your answers, the
  

20       fact that I referred to International Pain
  

21       Center rather than Interventional Pain
  

22       Center?
  

23   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

24   Q.  Were you responsible for starting -- and I'm
  

25       going to refer to Interventional Pain Center
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 1       as IPC, as I should have correctly earlier in
  

 2       the deposition.
  

 3            Were you responsible for starting IPC?
  

 4   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

 5   Q.  Did IPC's initial funding derive from
  

 6       investor funds?  That's the question.  Did
  

 7       IPC initial -- did IPC's initial funding
  

 8       derive from investors' funds?
  

 9   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

10   Q.  Did those funds -- follow-up question.  Were
  

11       the funds that were used for the initial
  

12       funding of IPC, were they transferred from --
  

13       from Tri-Med Corporation or any affiliate
  

14       entities of -- related to Tri-Med Corporation
  

15       and secondary tractions that ultimately
  

16       arrived at IPC?
  

17   A.  Plead the Fifth.
  

18   Q.  Let me rephrase that.
  

19   A.  Okay.  I was --
  

20   Q.  Did Tri-Med Corporation transfer -- to your
  

21       knowledge, did Tri-Med Corporation transfer
  

22       any investors' funds to entities which
  

23       subsequently transferred those same funds to
  

24       IPC?
  

25   A.  I plead the Fifth.
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 1   Q.  Are you responsible for operating IPC?
  

 2   A.  I plead the Fifth.
  

 3   Q.  Have you received any compensation from IPC?
  

 4   A.  I plead the Fifth.
  

 5   Q.  The only other issues is I believe I'm
  

 6       entitled to a copy of your notes.  I'm going
  

 7       to take a quick look at them.  If they're --
  

 8   A.  (Hands document).
  

 9   Q.  (Reviews document).  I -- I don't need a copy
  

10       of your three-line notes.
  

11   A.  Okay.
  

12                 MR. MELCHIOR:  And so with that,
  

13            Mr. -- I guess I'm -- I'm finished with
  

14            my direct examination, Mr. Morello.  Do
  

15            you have any questions for the witness?
  

16                 MR. MORELLO:  No.  I don't have any
  

17            questions at this time.
  

18                 MR. MELCHIOR:  Mr. Anderson, you
  

19            have the -- I don't know if your counsel
  

20            was -- explained this to you.  But when
  

21            a deposition is terminated, the -- you
  

22            know, the reporter here has been taking
  

23            the notes that will be transcribed.  You
  

24            have the right to read the -- his
  

25            transcription and to make, you know,
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In re: Chad Menter Hill
6/5/2015

Depo International, Inc.
(763) 591-0535 or (800) 591-9722 info@depointernational.com Page 1

  1              UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT

  2                   DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA

  3   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

  4   In re:

  5   Chad Menter Hill           Chapter 7
                             Case No. 14-35001

  6                Debtor

  7   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

  8

  9                   RULE 2004 EXAMINATION

 10                The following is the Rule 2004

 11   Examination of CHAD MENTER HILL, taken before Jean

 12   F. Soule, Notary Public, Registered Professional

 13   Reporter, pursuant to Notice of Taking Rule 2004

 14   Examination, at the law office of Briggs and

 15   Morgan, P.A., 2200 IDS Center, 80 South Eighth

 16   Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota, commencing at

 17   9:06 a.m., Friday, June 5, 2015.

 18

 19

 20

 21                        *    *    *

 22

 23

 24

 25
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  1   to say that you gave 90 percent of the interest to

  2   Dr. Kazi?

  3          A.     Correct.

  4          Q.     Without any money exchanging hands --

  5          A.     Correct.

  6          Q.     -- in March?

  7                 In March of 2014, when ownership

  8   transferred between you and Dr. Kazi, why did that

  9   transfer happen of ownership?

 10          A.     Dr. Kazi wanted more control of the

 11   company.

 12          Q.     Why did Dr. Kazi want more control

 13   over IPC?

 14          A.     The company was -- had just lost its

 15   funding source, and Dr. Kazi thought he could do a

 16   better job of running it even without a funding

 17   source.

 18          Q.     And by "lost its funding source," can

 19   you explain what you mean, that IPC lost its

 20   funding source?

 21          A.     That Tri-Med Corporation was not able

 22   to fund us anymore.

 23          Q.     And to your understanding, why was

 24   Tri-Med Corporation not able to fund IPC anymore?

 25          A.     That they were shut down, injunction.
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  1          Q.     I mean to the best of your

  2   understanding.

  3          A.     Yeah.

  4          Q.     I'm not expecting --

  5          A.     That they were shut down.

  6          Q.     I'm not expecting some sort of legal

  7   analysis from you, but --

  8          A.     Right.

  9          Q.     -- whatever you understand to be the

 10   case.

 11          A.     That they were shut down and not able

 12   to fund.

 13          Q.     How did Tri-Med Corporation fund IPC?

 14          A.     We sold them accounts receivable, IPC

 15   sold them accounts receivable.

 16          Q.     And, in exchange, Tri-Med Corporation

 17   did what?

 18          A.     They would give us funds, give IPC

 19   funds.

 20          Q.     When did the purchase of accounts

 21   receivable from IPC and Tri-Med Corporation begin?

 22          A.     Before I -- before I assumed ownership

 23   I know that they were funding.  I don't know the

 24   exact date.

 25          Q.     Do you know a month and a year?
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  1          A.     At 2013, I don't remember the first

  2   date.

  3          Q.     But it was sometime before September

  4   of 2013?

  5          A.     Correct.

  6          Q.     To the best that you can or that

  7   you're able to answer if you can't remember when

  8   this started, from when it started sometime in 2013

  9   until when it stopped in March of -- when the

 10   funding stopped in 2014, how much had Tri-Med

 11   Corporation paid to IPC for accounts receivable?

 12          A.     I don't have an exact number, roughly

 13   800,000.

 14          Q.     And were you involved in the

 15   transactions, in the purchase of AR transactions

 16   between IPC and Tri-Med Corporation?

 17          A.     I -- I was involved.

 18          Q.     How so?

 19          A.     I was the one who looked over the

 20   charts to decide which ones should fund, which ones

 21   would be good to fund.

 22          Q.     And the charts that you're talking

 23   about are what charts?

 24          A.     Patient charts.

 25          Q.     Were there agreements, written
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  1   agreements between IPC and Tri-Med Corporation

  2   about the purchase of accounts receivable?

  3          A.     There was the assignment page, which

  4   outlined the agreement.

  5          Q.     And who was involved in drafting, to

  6   the best that you know, the assignment pages

  7   involved in these transactions?

  8          A.     Tri-Med Management.

  9          Q.     And what's --

 10          A.     And Tri-Med Corp.

 11          Q.     Tri-Med Management and Tri-Med Corp.

 12   What is Tri-Med Management?

 13          A.     Tri-Med Management is our

 14   management comp -- is the management company for

 15   IPC.

 16          Q.     How long has Tri-Med Management been

 17   the management company for IPC?

 18          A.     As long as I've had ownership they

 19   were.

 20          Q.     To the best that you know, was Tri-Med

 21   Management the management company for IPC prior to

 22   September of 2013, when you became an owner?

 23          A.     Yes.

 24          Q.     Who runs Tri-Med Management?

 25          A.     Jeremy Anderson.
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  1          Q.     Who is Jeremy Anderson?

  2          A.     He's the owner of Tri-Med Management.

  3          Q.     How do you know Jeremy Anderson?

  4          A.     We are friends.

  5          Q.     When did you meet him?

  6          A.     Many years ago, in grade school.  I

  7   don't recall the year, third grade.

  8          Q.     So you've known Jeremy Anderson a long

  9   time?

 10          A.     A long time.

 11          Q.     How did you and Jeremy Anderson come

 12   to be involved in business together?

 13          A.     Jeremy talked to me in approximately

 14   2011 or 2012, that he wanted to -- he wanted to

 15   expand into Minnesota and asked me if I would be

 16   willing to help him with ideas of pain management

 17   clinics in Minnesota, would that work or not, would

 18   that be good business sense or not?

 19          Q.     Prior to that conversation, which

 20   happened sometime in 2011 --

 21          A.     Uh-huh.

 22          Q.     -- 2012, had you done business with

 23   Jeremy before?

 24          A.     No.

 25          Q.     So before that, it's fair to say it
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  1          Q.     Do you know who would know the answer

  2   to that question?

  3          A.     Tri-Med Management.

  4          Q.     And Tri-Med Management being Jeremy

  5   Anderson?

  6                 MR. KIRSCHER:  I'm going to object to

  7   that.  I think that's a legal conclusion and

  8   testimony by the examiner.  It also is simply

  9   incorrect.

 10                 MR. SUPALLA:  Well, he can agree or

 11   disagree.

 12                 MR. KIRSCHER:  Well, I mean, Tri-Med

 13   Management is Tri-Med Management.  It's its own

 14   entity.  To say that it is a certain individual is

 15   just simply incorrect legally.

 16   BY MR. SUPALLA:

 17          Q.     The only person that we know there

 18   that works there is Jeremy Anderson; is that right?

 19   I take it back.

 20                 The only person that Dr. Hill is aware

 21   who works for Tri-Med Management is Jeremy

 22   Anderson; is that right?

 23          A.     That's the only one I'm aware of.

 24          Q.     Fair enough.  When you worked for IPC,

 25   how did IPC pay you?
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  1   that you know?

  2          A.     I don't know.

  3          Q.     Where were Tri-Med Management's

  4   offices?

  5          A.     In -- in the same building that we

  6   were in.

  7          Q.     And that would be the building out in

  8   Minnetonka?

  9          A.     Correct.

 10          Q.     Was Jeremy Anderson ever present in

 11   IPC's offices?

 12          A.     Yes.

 13          Q.     How frequently?

 14          A.     Several days a week, nearly every day.

 15          Q.     When Jeremy was in the office at IPC,

 16   to the extent that you know the answer, what was

 17   Jeremy doing?

 18          A.     He was looking at patient charts,

 19   also, and figuring out which ones -- which ones

 20   were going to settle or may not settle or which

 21   ones would -- would be worth buying or not buying,

 22   those type of things.

 23          Q.     And so the reason that Jeremy was

 24   looking at the patient charts, was that related to

 25   the purchase and sale of the accounts receivable
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  1   between Tri-Med Corporation and IPC?

  2          A.     Yes.

  3          Q.     So Jeremy was involved in the process

  4   of deciding which accounts Tri-Med Corporation was

  5   going to buy, which ones that it wanted to buy?

  6          A.     Yes.

  7          Q.     Were there ever any transactions of

  8   these account receivable transactions, sale and

  9   purchases, between Tri-Med Management and IPC?

 10          A.     Could you repeat that?

 11          Q.     We've been talking about the Tri-Med

 12   Corporation and IPC, the accounts receivable

 13   transactions?

 14          A.     Uh-huh.

 15          Q.     Were there any transactions like that

 16   between IPC and Tri-Med Management?

 17          A.     No.  Accounts were not sold from IPC

 18   to Tri-Med Management.

 19          Q.     Did IPC ever sell any of its accounts

 20   receivable to any other companies or individuals

 21   other than Tri-Med Corporation?

 22          A.     Could you repeat that?  I want to make

 23   sure you had the right --

 24                 MR. SUPALLA:  Would you mind --

 25                 THE WITNESS:  -- company when you
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  1   account?

  2          A.     No.

  3          Q.     So no one else could deposit money?

  4          A.     Nope.

  5          Q.     No one else could take money out

  6   except for you?

  7          A.     Correct.

  8          Q.     And do you see there's an entry there,

  9   the date is 06 Mar, the 6th of March?

 10          A.     Yes.

 11          Q.     And it's a deposit, what's the deposit

 12   amount?

 13          A.     One hundred thousand.

 14          Q.     What is that $100,000 deposit?

 15          A.     That is from IPC money to my personal

 16   account.

 17          Q.     And why did IPC transfer $100,000 into

 18   your savings account on March 6th, on or about

 19   March 6th?

 20          A.     Uh-huh.  That is because IPC's payroll

 21   money and other money that was in Tri-Med

 22   Management's account was now frozen.

 23          Q.     The $100,000 is IPC's payroll money?

 24          A.     That is money for -- from sold

 25   accounts to IPC.
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  1          Q.     So IPC sold some accounts receivable

  2   to whom?

  3          A.     To Tri-Med Corp.

  4          Q.     And, then, is that $100,000 part of

  5   some funds that Tri-Med Corp. paid IPC for those

  6   accounts receivable?

  7          A.     Yes, correct.

  8          Q.     And that's your understanding of what

  9   that money is from?

 10          A.     That's my understanding where it's

 11   from.

 12          Q.     What was that $100,000 to be used for?

 13          A.     Business operating expenses for IPC.

 14          Q.     You said the money came from Tri-Med

 15   Corporation; is that right?

 16          A.     Correct.

 17          Q.     I'm going to give you another

 18   document.  I don't want to get this all mixed up

 19   here, but --

 20                 MR. SUPALLA:  If you would mark one of

 21   these for me, please.

 22                 (Whereupon, Rule 2004 Examination

 23   Exhibit No. 3 was marked for identification, and a

 24   copy is attached and hereby made a part of this

 25   transcript.)
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  1   BY MR. SUPALLA:

  2          Q.     I'm going to hand you what we've

  3   marked as Exhibit 3.  There's a copy for you.  Do

  4   you recognize Exhibit 3?

  5          A.     It looks like it's from Voyager Bank.

  6          Q.     What is Voyager Bank?

  7          A.     Voyager Bank is where IPC had an

  8   account.

  9          Q.     So it looks like this is -- it says

 10   it's an incoming wire detail, is that right, at the

 11   top of the page?

 12          A.     Yes, I see that.

 13          Q.     Right under the logo.  And if you look

 14   in the left column, one, two, three lines down, it

 15   says amount $300,000?

 16          A.     Yes.

 17          Q.     If we go to the bottom of the page, it

 18   says Originator Information, Originator: Tri-Med

 19   Corporation.  Do you see where I'm at?

 20          A.     Yes.

 21          Q.     And that means that the money was

 22   coming from Tri-Med Corporation?

 23                 MR. KIRSCHER:  I'm going to object,

 24   beyond the scope of the witness's knowledge.  Go

 25   ahead and answer if you know.
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  1   BY MR. SUPALLA:

  2          Q.     To the extent that you know, does that

  3   indicate to you that the money came from Tri-Med

  4   Corporation?

  5          A.     That's what it says, yes.

  6          Q.     And, then, if we look in the right-hand

  7   column, where it says Beneficiary Information, it

  8   says the beneficiary is Interventional Pain Center;

  9   is that right?

 10          A.     Yes.

 11          Q.     And, then, it says Originator to

 12   Beneficiary, do you see that line?  It's the fifth

 13   one down in that little section.

 14          A.     Yes.

 15          Q.     And what does it say there?

 16          A.     Purchase of AR.

 17          Q.     And what does that, if anything,

 18   indicate to you about this transfer?

 19          A.     That Tri-Med Corp. had purchased

 20   accounts receivable from Interventional Pain

 21   Center.

 22          Q.     Now, you had testified earlier that

 23   when Tri-Med Corporation would buy these bulk

 24   pieces of accounts that it had separate agreements

 25   with -- there were separate agreements between IPC
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  1          Q.     That $100,000, is that $100,000 part

  2   of -- come from part of the $300,000 that Tri-Med

  3   Corporation had paid to IPC on the Voyager Bank

  4   wire that we talked about in Exhibit 3?

  5          A.     Yes.

  6          Q.     And you had testified that the reason

  7   for that transfer to you was so that you -- to

  8   cover IPC's payroll?

  9          A.     It was to cover any IPC expenses,

 10   because our payroll account has already been shut

 11   down at that time from Tri-Med Management, not our

 12   but IPC's money that was in Tri-Med Management was

 13   already shut down, and the fear was IPC's accounts

 14   would get shut down, too, and we would have to

 15   close the doors tomorrow.

 16          Q.     Why was there a fear that IPC's

 17   accounts would be shut down?

 18          A.     Just because of our association, our

 19   BAA with Tri-Med Management and someplace that had

 20   already been shut down.

 21          Q.     So that's why the money came from IPC

 22   to you, you or somebody at IPC didn't want to keep

 23   it in IPC's account; is that right?

 24          A.     That is correct.

 25          Q.     Was Jeremy Anderson involved in the
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  1   decision to transfer that $100,000 from IPC's

  2   account to your personal checking account?

  3          A.     He was involved in the discussions of

  4   what to do next.

  5          Q.     But he didn't make the decision?

  6          A.     He didn't ultimately make the

  7   decision.  I ultimately made the decision.

  8          Q.     What happened to the other $200,000

  9   that Tri-Med Corporation had transferred as part of

 10   that March 5th Voyager Bank wire transfer?

 11          A.     That would have been in the Voyager

 12   Bank account, which I didn't have access to.  So I

 13   don't know the answer to that question.

 14          Q.     So whoever had access to the account

 15   would know what happened to that $200,000,

 16   presumably?

 17          A.     Yes, correct.

 18          Q.     And that would be Dr. Kazi or Dr. Mai?

 19          A.     Correct.

 20          Q.     How long did that $100,000 stay in

 21   your account, off the top of your head do you know?

 22          A.     Off the top of my head, I don't know.

 23   I'd have to look at my bank records.

 24          Q.     I think I've got the next month.

 25          A.     Okay.
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  1          A.     I'm not, either.  I don't have a

  2   calculator.

  3          Q.     And, then, would you please turn the

  4   page from page 2 to page No. 4?  And page No. 4

  5   is --

  6          A.     Yes.

  7          Q.     Do you see, do you have it?

  8          A.     Uh-huh.

  9          Q.     It's your savings account again?

 10          A.     Yes.

 11          Q.     And so we see at the top there that

 12   the balance forward is the $100,000 plus about

 13   $397?

 14          A.     Uh-huh.

 15          Q.     Would you look at the entry on the

 16   11th of March?  Do you see where I'm at?

 17          A.     I do.

 18          Q.     It says wire to Wells Fargo?

 19          A.     Uh-huh.

 20          Q.     And what's the amount that was wired

 21   to Wells Fargo?

 22          A.     Seventy-five thousand.

 23          Q.     And why did you wire $75,000 to a

 24   Wells Fargo account on March 11th?

 25          A.     I don't have the details of that
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  1   transfer with me, but that definitely could be to

  2   an attorney.

  3          Q.     What is the name of that attorney?

  4          A.     I don't have that information on me.

  5          Q.     How did you come to decide that you

  6   were going to transfer $75,000 to an attorney on

  7   March 11th?

  8          A.     Well, it was a decision talking to the

  9   doctors and talking to Tri-Med Management, Jeremy

 10   Anderson, that once our money was frozen and the

 11   fear that still existed of all our other accounts

 12   being frozen and the fear that if we can't operate

 13   as a business we'll be closing the doors, and an

 14   attorney who said they can help -- oh, what's

 15   the right -- I don't -- I'm not a legal expert, I

 16   don't know the legal term but lift -- lift whatever

 17   is being frozen and to get everything back running

 18   again, we said, yes, we would be willing to send

 19   him money to help get that restrictions, whatever

 20   it is, lifted so that we could operate again, so

 21   that we could fund again.

 22          Q.     And the restrictions that you're

 23   talking about, is that the freeze that had occurred

 24   with the Tri-Med Management account or is that

 25   something else?
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  1          A.     That would be part of it.

  2          Q.     Part of it.  What's the other part of

  3   it?

  4          A.     If we can't fund our cases, our -- our

  5   cases are AR, when we see these patients, we are

  6   not going to be able to survive as a clinic.

  7          Q.     And so you hired an attorney on or

  8   around the 11th of March and paid that attorney

  9   $75,000?

 10          A.     Correct.

 11          Q.     But you don't recall who it was?

 12          A.     I don't recall who it was.  It was an

 13   attorney who said that that attorney could help.

 14          Q.     Who was the attorney intending to or

 15   actually representing?

 16          A.     I don't recall who the -- who the

 17   attorney was.  I know that there was a -- a name

 18   Borja.  I mean, I reviewed these transfers, but it

 19   has been a while since I reviewed them, and so I

 20   don't remember exact names.

 21          Q.     Do you have or did you provide on the

 22   CD that we got any of the wire transfer information

 23   that relates to any of the wire transfers that are

 24   on page 4 of this bank statement?

 25          A.     You would have to ask my counsel if
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  1   that is on there.  I don't believe it's on there.

  2                 MR. KIRSCHER:  No, it's not.

  3                 THE WITNESS:  It's not.

  4   BY MR. SUPALLA:

  5          Q.     Did the attorney that was paid that

  6   $75,000 represent IPC?

  7          A.     That attorney was representing, I

  8   believe, Tri-Med Corp., and possible other

  9   entities, but Tri-Med Corp.

 10          Q.     Other entities, by chance Tri-Med

 11   Management Associates?

 12          A.     Correct.

 13          Q.     What about individuals Jeremy

 14   Anderson?

 15          A.     I don't know.

 16          Q.     I'm going to run through the other

 17   ones quickly.  I suspect -- but it's tedious, I get

 18   it.  Anthony Nicholas III?

 19          A.     I don't know.

 20          Q.     Anthony Nicholas Junior?

 21          A.     I don't know.

 22          Q.     Give me one second, I've got the list

 23   somewhere.  Eric Ager?  Is it Ager, do you know?

 24          A.     Ager, I don't know.

 25          Q.     Irwin Ager?
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  1          A.     I don't know.

  2          Q.     Or Teresa Simmons?

  3          A.     I don't know.

  4          Q.     Other than what's reflected in your

  5   bank statement here and what may exist on a wire

  6   transfer confirmation, some document of that form,

  7   are there any other documents that relate to the

  8   transfer of $75,000 to that attorney on March 11th

  9   that you're aware of?

 10          A.     I'm not aware of any other.

 11          Q.     And how did you go about making that

 12   wire transfer from your savings account?

 13          A.     I went to Wings account and made the

 14   transfer.

 15          Q.     So you physically walked to the

 16   bank --

 17          A.     I did.

 18          Q.     -- and told the teller, transfer this

 19   to this account?

 20          A.     Correct.

 21          Q.     Would you look at the next entry with

 22   a date on it, it is March 13th?

 23          A.     Okay.

 24          Q.     It says deposit?

 25          A.     Correct.
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  1          Q.     And, then, the amount is how much?

  2          A.     Seventy-five thousand.

  3          Q.     Where did that $75,000 come from?

  4          A.     I know that -- I believe that that

  5   came back, that that attorney wouldn't handle the

  6   case.

  7          Q.     I'm going to hand you -- I'm actually

  8   going to mark something here --

  9          A.     Okay.

 10          Q.     -- and hand it to you.

 11                 MR. SUPALLA:  Would you mark that as,

 12   I think we're at 6, please?

 13                 THE COURT REPORTER:  Yes.

 14                 (Whereupon, Rule 2004 Examination

 15   Exhibit No. 6 was marked for identification, and a

 16   copy is attached and hereby made a part of this

 17   transcript.)

 18   BY MR. SUPALLA:

 19          Q.     So I'm going to hand you what we've

 20   marked as Exhibit 6.

 21          A.     Okay.

 22          Q.     And before we dive into it, I've

 23   marked -- there are a number of lettered tabs on

 24   Exhibit 6 that go A through Z --

 25          A.     Okay.
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  1          Q.     -- that I've marked.  And would you

  2   please -- on the first page, it's the last -- it

  3   looks like it appears to be copies of checks, would

  4   you agree?

  5          A.     Yes.

  6          Q.     Would you please look at the tab

  7   marked F?  Do you see the tab marked F?

  8          A.     I do.

  9          Q.     What is at the tab marked F?

 10          A.     A check written to me in the amount of

 11   75,000.

 12          Q.     Who is the check from?

 13          A.     Interventional Pain Center.

 14          Q.     Do you recognize the signature on the

 15   signature line of the check?

 16          A.     I do.

 17          Q.     Whose signature is that?

 18          A.     Dr. Mai.

 19          Q.     And who wrote the check to you for

 20   $75,000?

 21          A.     Dr. Mai.

 22          Q.     Is that his handwriting?  It says Chad

 23   Hill, and that's Dr. Mai's handwriting?

 24          A.     It looks like his handwriting.

 25          Q.     So Dr. Mai wrote out a check to you
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  1   for $75,000, and what's the date on that check?

  2          A.     3/13.

  3          Q.     Of what year?

  4          A.     Of 2014.

  5          Q.     And, then, do you see with the memo

  6   line of the check?

  7          A.     Yes.

  8          Q.     Can you read what that says?

  9          A.     I can't make out what that says.

 10          Q.     Do you think it says loan?

 11          A.     It could, yes, it could.

 12          Q.     And, then, if you would look at the

 13   reverse side of the check?

 14          A.     Yes.

 15          Q.     Do you see where the place is for

 16   signatures?

 17          A.     Correct.

 18          Q.     Is that your signature on there?

 19          A.     It is.

 20          Q.     Now, we're going to jump back to the

 21   bank account statement that we were looking at.

 22          A.     Uh-huh.

 23          Q.     But you can keep those checks right

 24   there --

 25          A.     Uh-huh.
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  1          Q.     -- and we'll go back to those.

  2                 So the entry on the 13th of March

  3   where it says deposit?

  4          A.     Uh-huh.

  5          Q.     Does this refresh your recollection

  6   about where the $75,000 --

  7          A.     Yes.

  8          Q.     -- came from?

  9          A.     It does.

 10          Q.     So it came from IPC's checking

 11   account?

 12          A.     It did.

 13          Q.     It did not come back from the attorney

 14   in Florida?

 15          A.     No, it did not.

 16          Q.     Do you know if that $75,000 is part of

 17   the $300,000 that was in IPC's checking account

 18   from the early March transfer for accounts

 19   receivable?

 20          A.     I don't know the answer to that since

 21   I was not on Interventional Pain Center's checking

 22   account.

 23          Q.     Do you have any reason to believe that

 24   the $75,000 is not a part of that $300,000?

 25          A.     I don't have any reason to not believe
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  1   that.

  2          Q.     Would you please look -- so there's --

  3   if you would go to -- oh, actually, before we move

  4   on.

  5          A.     Uh-huh.

  6          Q.     That $75,000?

  7          A.     Uh-huh.

  8          Q.     Why did IPC write you a check for

  9   $75,000 on March 13th?

 10          A.     Once again, the fear amongst all of us

 11   that, you know, if -- if the Receiver was able to

 12   shut down this account, they could shut down this

 13   account any day, and any day we could end up losing

 14   however much money was in there.

 15          Q.     And all of these people being who?

 16          A.     Being the doctors, myself.

 17          Q.     Which doctors?

 18          A.     Myself, Dr. Kazi, Dr. Ketroser, and

 19   the management, Jeremy Anderson.

 20          Q.     And, then, if you take a look back at

 21   the check that we were just looking at, the one

 22   that's marked at letter F?

 23          A.     Okay.

 24          Q.     My eyes seem to think that it was a

 25   loan, that it says loan there.  Was there ever any
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  1   discussion between the doctors and Jeremy when you

  2   were talking about this that this was going to be a

  3   loan?

  4          A.     I don't recall that.  So I don't know

  5   why the word loan was put on there.

  6          Q.     But you didn't write the word?

  7          A.     No.

  8          Q.     If it is the word loan, you didn't

  9   write it on there?

 10          A.     I didn't.

 11          Q.     And you think that Dr. Mai wrote it on

 12   there?

 13          A.     I believe so.

 14          Q.     All right.  Getting back to the bank

 15   statements.

 16          A.     Uh-huh.

 17          Q.     Sorry to jump around.  March 18th

 18   there is -- I want to talk about some of these wire

 19   transfers that are on here.

 20          A.     Okay.

 21          Q.     March 18th, it says withdrawal of

 22   $100, and there's something else, wire transfer to

 23   Chase Bank?

 24          A.     Correct.

 25          Q.     $7,215.15?
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  1          A.     Okay.

  2          Q.     Why was that $7,000 and some change

  3   transferred to Chase Bank?

  4          A.     That one sounds like a payroll.  That

  5   one -- I recall -- I recall wiring some money to

  6   attorneys, and I also remember and recall there was

  7   one that was sent to a payroll, Paychex, and I

  8   believe that is the one.

  9          Q.     So whose Chase bank account was it?

 10          A.     The -- Paychex is what I understand.

 11                 MR. KIRSCHER:  The company Paychex,

 12   with an "X" at the end?

 13                 THE WITNESS:  Yeah, yes.

 14   BY MR. SUPALLA:

 15          Q.     And do you have a Chase bank account?

 16          A.     No.

 17          Q.     Do you have a Chase credit card?

 18          A.     No.  Oh, I -- it has been so long with

 19   my bankruptcy since I used a credit card, I don't

 20   recall if I did.

 21          Q.     Let me look here --

 22                 MR. KIRSCHER:  Can we take a

 23   five-minute break so I can use the restroom and ask

 24   for more water, while you're looking at the

 25   petition?
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  1                 MR. SUPALLA:  Yes.  So what page is

  2   that?  Nineteen, it's 19.  I'm going to hand you --

  3   I'll finish this, and then we can take a break.

  4                 MR. KIRSCHER:  Okay.

  5                 MR. SUPALLA:  I don't want to --

  6                 THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I was going to --

  7                 MR. SUPALLA:  -- lose my train of

  8   thought on this.

  9                 THE WITNESS:  -- ask if we could.

 10                 MR. SUPALLA:  If you would please mark

 11   this for me as -- are we up to?

 12                 THE COURT REPORTER:  Seven.

 13                 MR. SUPALLA:  Seven.  I'm so bad at

 14   this numbering thing.

 15                 (Whereupon, Rule 2004 Examination

 16   Exhibit No. 7 was marked for identification, and a

 17   copy is attached and hereby made a part of this

 18   transcript.)

 19                 MR. KIRSCHER:  Do you expect to use

 20   the other tabs?

 21                 MR. SUPALLA:  Yes, I do.

 22   BY MR. SUPALLA:

 23          Q.     I'm handing you what we've marked as

 24   Exhibit 7.  Do you recognize Exhibit 7?

 25          A.     I do.
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  1   that was stuck in Tri-Med Management's account.

  2          Q.     Was IPC's account ever -- checking or

  3   savings account, to your knowledge, ever frozen?

  4          A.     No.  I -- to the best of my knowledge,

  5   no, but I wasn't on that Voyager account.

  6          Q.     And to be clear, I'm talking about the

  7   March time period.

  8          A.     Okay.

  9          Q.     Did you ever overhear anyone

 10   discussing that IPC's accounts had, in fact, been

 11   frozen?

 12          A.     No.

 13          Q.     So the SunTrust Bank wire, do you have

 14   a SunTrust bank account?

 15          A.     No.

 16          Q.     So that $10,000 didn't go to an

 17   account that you have?

 18          A.     No.

 19          Q.     And you said you don't recall who it

 20   went to?

 21          A.     I don't have that information in front

 22   of me.  An attorney.

 23          Q.     It went to an attorney?

 24          A.     An attorney.

 25          Q.     And do you remember the name of the
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  1   attorney?

  2          A.     I don't.  I remember wiring to a Borja

  3   more than anybody.

  4          Q.     Do you know how to spell Borja?

  5          A.     B-O-R-J-A.

  6          Q.     Is it possible that the $10,000 was

  7   wired to Mr. Borja?

  8          A.     Very possible.

  9          Q.     Or that it was equally possible that

 10   it was some other attorney?

 11          A.     Yes.

 12          Q.     Did you have any other documents

 13   reflecting the wire to SunTrust Bank akin to like

 14   the confirmation that we had looked at as

 15   Exhibit 3?

 16          A.     Do I have those?  No, not with me, no.

 17          Q.     Does your bank have them?

 18          A.     I would assume they do, yes.

 19          Q.     Can you get copies of them from your

 20   bank?

 21          A.     I could.

 22          Q.     Would you be willing to get copies of

 23   the wire transfer confirmations for the wire

 24   transfers that are reflected on this and give them

 25   to me?
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  1                 MR. KIRSCHER:  I think we should.

  2                 THE WITNESS:  You do?  Okay.  On

  3   advice of counsel, I will.  I will have counsel who

  4   is representing me provide it, however you --

  5                 MR. SUPALLA:  We'll figure out the

  6   mechanics of it.

  7   BY MR. SUPALLA:

  8          Q.     So, next, there's no date by it, so I

  9   assume that it's March 20th, also.  There's a

 10   transfer fee and then Regions Bank.  Do you see the

 11   Regions Bank one?

 12          A.     Yes.

 13          Q.     And the amount was for $15,000?

 14          A.     Yes.

 15          Q.     Do you recall why you sent $15,000 to

 16   Regions Bank?

 17          A.     An attorney.

 18          Q.     What was the name of the attorney?

 19          A.     I don't recall.  I don't have that

 20   information in front of me.  All the wires were --

 21   except for the $7,215.15 I know was a payroll

 22   account.  All the other ones were to attorneys.

 23          Q.     All the other wires were to attorneys?

 24          A.     All the other wires.  We -- we can go

 25   through each one, I don't recall.  I remember
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  1   that -- or I -- William Borja was the most common

  2   one, but they were all sent to attorneys.

  3          Q.     So the Wells Fargo, the SunTrust Bank,

  4   and to be clear, the Regions Bank looks like -- so

  5   you see where I'm at?

  6          A.     Uh-huh.

  7          Q.     The first instance where it says that,

  8   and, then, there's a transfer fee and then it says

  9   RTND domestic wire less fee?

 10          A.     Returned.

 11          Q.     Returned from Regions Bank?

 12          A.     Uh-huh.

 13          Q.     So it appears to me, and correct me if

 14   I'm wrong that, $15,000 went to Regions Bank and

 15   then Regions Bank returned it to you, and, then,

 16   the next entry is a wire transfer to Regions Bank

 17   that appears to have stuck?

 18          A.     Uh-huh.

 19          Q.     They didn't send it back to you?

 20          A.     Correct.

 21          Q.     So it's your testimony that the wire

 22   transfers to Regions Bank were to an attorney?

 23          A.     Correct.

 24          Q.     But you don't recall which attorney

 25   that was?
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  1          A.     I --

  2          Q.     Or who that attorney was?

  3          A.     I don't.

  4          Q.     Do you recall why those funds were

  5   sent to an attorney?

  6          A.     Once again, as I've stated, these

  7   attorneys were saying that they could help get this

  8   freezing of the funding company and our management

  9   company that had IPC funds, you know, we can work

 10   and represent them and help to get it resolved, and

 11   the quicker the better.  If I can't -- if IPC can't

 12   sell our AR, now we have to see a patient and wait

 13   months or, if not, years to get paid.  The quicker

 14   that we could funds again, we would survive.  If we

 15   can't fund, we can't survive, IPC would not be able

 16   to survive.

 17          Q.     And, then, the next entry on the

 18   list -- I'm going to go through these just as they

 19   appear on the document, so we'll have to return to

 20   some of this, I get that.

 21          A.     Uh-huh.

 22          Q.     March 24th there's a transfer to CK.

 23   What is that?

 24          A.     That is checking, my checking account,

 25   I believe, yes.
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  1          Q.     And is that the same entry that we

  2   discussed previously that you had transferred

  3   $2,500 into your checking account and then withdrew

  4   the cash?  The entry would be on March 24th and

  5   25th?

  6          A.     Yes.

  7          Q.     That's where you went to the bank and

  8   just got cash out?

  9          A.     Yes.

 10          Q.     You don't remember what you did with

 11   the cash?

 12          A.     I don't.

 13          Q.     Do you know if it was used for IPC

 14   expenses?

 15          A.     Yes.

 16          Q.     Do you recall what IPC expenses it

 17   would have been used for?

 18          A.     I -- I don't recall exactly.

 19          Q.     Do you have any --

 20          A.     We had -- I mean, we had -- we had

 21   marketing people that were paying for booths at

 22   shows, and we were having people, you know,

 23   purchasing things and, you know, submitting stuff.

 24   So I don't recall.  I mean, we paid out cash to

 25   people to advertise for us and market and go to
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  1   events and get booths at different events.

  2          Q.     Would you have paid those people in

  3   cash?

  4          A.     Yes.  A lot of times they were paid in

  5   cash.

  6          Q.     Do you have a receipt that reflects

  7   any payments that you would have made with that

  8   $2,500, receipt or receipts that would reflect any

  9   of the payments that you made to any of those

 10   individuals had they been made from that $2,500 in

 11   cash that you had?

 12          A.     No, I don't.

 13          Q.     The next entry on the list is -- and

 14   we're on page 4 again, sorry.  Also appears to be

 15   March 24th, and it says withdrawal?

 16          A.     Yes.

 17          Q.     Do you see where I'm at?

 18          A.     Yes, yes.

 19          Q.     And it says $5,000?

 20          A.     Yes.

 21          Q.     Why did you withdraw $5,000 from your

 22   savings account?

 23          A.     I don't recall.

 24          Q.     Do you remember what you did with that

 25   $5,000?
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  1          A.     No, I don't recall.

  2          Q.     Do you remember discussing that $5,000

  3   withdrawal with anyone?

  4          A.     I don't recall the conversations

  5   leading up to that withdrawal, no.

  6          Q.     And, then, go to the next entry,

  7   March 28th?

  8          A.     Yes.

  9          Q.     Another withdrawal, it appears to be

 10   similar as the previous one?

 11          A.     Correct.

 12          Q.     Do you remember why you withdraw

 13   $5,000 from your savings account there?

 14          A.     I don't recall.

 15          Q.     Do you remember what you used the

 16   money for?

 17          A.     No, I do not.

 18          Q.     Do you know if there's any documents

 19   about what you would have done with that $5,000?

 20          A.     I don't have any documents on that, no.

 21          Q.     And did you discuss the withdrawal of

 22   that $5,000 with anyone?

 23          A.     I don't recall who I discussed it --

 24   would have discussed it with.

 25          Q.     Next one, wire to Comerica Bank,
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  1   $25,000?

  2          A.     Correct.

  3          Q.     Do you have a Comerica Bank account?

  4          A.     No, I do not.

  5          Q.     Do you recall whose Comerica Bank

  6   account that is?

  7          A.     No, I do not.

  8          Q.     Do you know why you -- do you recall

  9   why you withdraw $25,000 and wired it to that

 10   Comerica Bank account?

 11          A.     An attorney.

 12          Q.     Do you know the attorney's name?

 13          A.     No, I do not.

 14          Q.     And is this a different attorney than

 15   the Regions and the SunTrust and the Wells Fargo,

 16   or is it the same attorney for each one of these

 17   things?

 18          A.     There were different attorneys.

 19          Q.     So is it fair to say there were four

 20   different attorneys or is it two attorneys and each

 21   of them had two accounts or what?

 22          A.     I don't remember how many attorneys

 23   there were, but I know that there were attorneys

 24   involved, yeah, more than one attorney involved,

 25   several.
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  1          Q.     So the wire to Comerica Bank, you said

  2   it is to an attorney, you don't remember who the

  3   attorney is.  Did you discuss the wire of $25,000

  4   to that Comerica Bank account with anyone?

  5          A.     I remember discussing it with -- I

  6   mean, all these, I remember discussing these wires

  7   with the doctors and Jeremy Anderson.

  8          Q.     And the substance of the discussion

  9   relating to the Comerica Bank transfer, what was

 10   that?

 11          A.     I don't recall that discussion or what

 12   the context of that discussion was about.  It

 13   would -- all our discussions with attorneys were

 14   to -- to -- for the survival of the clinic, were

 15   about these attorneys could help do this or that or

 16   whatever it takes for the clinic to, as I've

 17   already stated, be able to fund again and to get

 18   our money back from the Tri-Med Management account.

 19          Q.     So these four wire transfers, so the

 20   ones I'm talking about, the Wells Fargo, the

 21   SunTrust, the Regions, the Comerica Bank ones?

 22          A.     Uh-huh.

 23          Q.     The four of them, those four of them,

 24   why did you and the others that you were speaking

 25   with, the other doctors and Jeremy, wire money to
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  1   four different lawyers during a two-week period,

  2   two-and-a-half week period?

  3          A.     Because there were more than attorn --

  4   there was more than one attorney involved in

  5   representing whether it was the Tri-Med Corporation

  6   or Tri-Med Management or whoever was involved,

  7   there were more than one attorney involved where

  8   these attorneys were going to work together to get

  9   the whole thing lifted, was my understanding.

 10          Q.     Do you remember specifically which

 11   attorneys were going to represent which entities or

 12   individuals?

 13          A.     I -- I do not.

 14          Q.     Do you know if there are documents

 15   that would reflect the identities of these

 16   attorneys?

 17          A.     The -- on the documents of the wire

 18   transfers from the bank would have the names.

 19          Q.     And, then, do you know if there are

 20   any documents that identify -- assuming you know

 21   the names of the attorneys -- who the clients are

 22   of those attorneys?

 23          A.     I don't have any documents or any

 24   knowledge of any of those documents that talk about

 25   who represents who.
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  1          Q.     Did any of the attorneys that these

  2   funds were being wired to represent IPC?

  3          A.     No.  IPC was a nonparty.

  4          Q.     And, then, the last entry that I

  5   wanted to ask you about on there is at the very

  6   bottom.  You see the date of it appears to be

  7   April 7th; is that right?

  8          A.     Yes.

  9          Q.     And it says wire from Akerman LLP?

 10          A.     Yes.

 11          Q.     And the amount is about $40,000?

 12          A.     Yes.

 13          Q.     Can you tell me about that $40,000

 14   transfer into your savings account from Akerman?

 15          A.     I believe that was returned money from

 16   an attorney who was working on the case but wasn't

 17   able to -- wasn't -- wasn't going to be able to

 18   represent or handle the case, and so money was

 19   returned from an attorney who said I'm not going to

 20   represent.

 21          Q.     The amount, $40,782.10 --

 22          A.     Uh-huh.

 23          Q.     -- that doesn't match up with any of

 24   the wire transfers that you had made.

 25          A.     No.
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  1          Q.     Do you know why that is, assuming they

  2   were returning the money to you --

  3          A.     Uh-huh.

  4          Q.     -- why they didn't return all of it?

  5          A.     I don't know, I -- I don't.  I

  6   remember wondering the same thing when it came in,

  7   and I don't know if -- I don't want to speculate.

  8          Q.     Do you know, what did you do with

  9   that, that $40,000 that was transferred into your

 10   savings account from Akerman, what happened to it?

 11          A.     That went -- that went to -- either

 12   wires to other attorneys or if I -- I don't recall

 13   the dates, and so if there were more wires, the

 14   wires to attorneys, and then I recall putting money

 15   back once it looks like -- I don't recall if that

 16   was April or May, when it looked like our -- when

 17   IPC's Voyager account was not going to be frozen,

 18   then I wrote checks back to Voyager Bank account

 19   and put the money back.

 20          Q.     Back into IPC's account?

 21          A.     In IPC's account, yeah.

 22          Q.     Are any of these accounts, the Wells

 23   Fargo account, the SunTrust Bank, the Regions Bank

 24   or the Comerica Bank accounts, is it possible that

 25   any of them belong to your wife?
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  1          A.     No.

  2          Q.     Do any of those, the Wells Fargo,

  3   SunTrust, Regions or Comerica Bank, are those

  4   Tri-Med Management accounts?

  5          A.     I don't know the answer to that.  I --

  6   I'm under the understanding that those are attorney

  7   accounts and attorneys that were going to do

  8   attorney stuff to help represent any -- anybody

  9   associated with Tri-Med.

 10          Q.     And, then, what's your basis for

 11   understanding that these are attorney accounts?

 12          A.     My understanding was some of them had

 13   the name -- well, they -- attorney on their

 14   accounts, which to me tells me they're an attorney.

 15   Other than that, I guess I don't have any other

 16   proof that they were attorneys.

 17          Q.     After the money was transferred out of

 18   your accounts, other than the wire back from

 19   Akerman LLP, did any of that money that had been

 20   transferred out find itself back in your bank

 21   account?

 22          A.     No.  That is the only one I recall

 23   being transferred back in.

 24          Q.     Do you know what happened with any of

 25   the money that you transferred to these attorneys
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  1   after the transfer was made?

  2          A.     I don't, because I was not a named

  3   party or a named defendant, and so I don't know

  4   what was done with that money.

  5          Q.     Do you know who would know the answer

  6   to that question, what was done with this money?

  7          A.     I assume the attorneys know what would

  8   be done with that money, and people associated with

  9   Tri-Med Corp. or Tri-Med Management, but I don't

 10   want to speculate.

 11          Q.     Did IPC ever lend money to Tri-Med

 12   Management -- to Tri-Med Corporation, Tri-Med

 13   Management, Tri-Med Associates, or any of the other

 14   named defendants in the Florida action to cover

 15   attorneys' fees?

 16          A.     Could you repeat that?

 17                 MR. SUPALLA:  Could you read my

 18   question back, please?

 19                 (Whereupon, the reporter read back the

 20   following question:  "Did IPC ever lend money

 21   to...Tri-Med Corporation, Tri-Med Management,

 22   Tri-Med Associates, or any of the other named

 23   defendants in the Florida action to cover

 24   attorneys' fees?")

 25                 THE WITNESS:  Did they lend?  I --
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  1   they -- if I understand your question did they lend

  2   money, meaning it's a loan and going to get it

  3   back, it wasn't a -- it wasn't a loan be -- no, the

  4   answer is no, if that's what you mean, was it a

  5   loan given, no.

  6   BY MR. SUPALLA:

  7          Q.     So the $300,000 comes into IPC,

  8   $175,000 of it comes into your savings account,

  9   right?

 10          A.     Yes.

 11          Q.     And, then, we've talked about these

 12   four transfers out to the attorneys?

 13          A.     Uh-huh.

 14          Q.     IPC's money out to pay these

 15   attorneys?

 16          A.     Correct.

 17          Q.     And these attorneys don't represent

 18   IPC; is that right?

 19          A.     Correct.

 20          Q.     Did the individuals for whom those

 21   transfers were made pay IPC the attorneys' fees

 22   back?

 23          A.     No, to the best of my knowledge, no,

 24   they have not.

 25          Q.     And that's true to this day?
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  1          A.     To this day, to the best of my

  2   knowledge, no.

  3          Q.     So just assuming that the $75,000

  4   Wells Fargo transfer was paid to an attorney and

  5   the attorney represents Tri-Med Corporation,

  6   Tri-Med Corporation hasn't paid $75,000 back to

  7   reimburse IPC for that payment?

  8          A.     No.

  9          Q.     So of that $300,000, $175,000 goes to

 10   you, that leaves $125,000 left from that $300,000

 11   payment?

 12          A.     Yes.

 13          Q.     Do you know what happened to that

 14   $125,000?

 15          A.     No.  As I've stated before, I don't

 16   know.  I wasn't on that Interventional Pain Center

 17   account.

 18          Q.     At the time that transfer was made in,

 19   you were one of IPC's owners; is that correct?

 20          A.     Owners, correct, yes.

 21          Q.     And as an owner of IPC, did you have

 22   the right to look at IPC's financial records?

 23          A.     Yes.

 24                 MR. KIRSCHER:  Just for the record,

 25   could we use the actual correct legal term,
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  1   shareholder?

  2                 THE WITNESS:  Okay.

  3                 MR. SUPALLA:  Shareholder, that's

  4   fine.

  5   BY MR. SUPALLA:

  6          Q.     A shareholder, it was an LLC.  So you

  7   were a member?

  8                 MR. KIRSCHER:  A member.

  9   BY MR. SUPALLA:

 10          Q.     A member?

 11          A.     Uh-huh.

 12          Q.     So as a member of IPC, you had the

 13   right to look at IPC's financial records?

 14          A.     Yes.

 15          Q.     And that would have included IPC's

 16   bank statements?

 17          A.     Yes.

 18          Q.     And did you ever go in March of 2014

 19   and look at IPC's bank statements?

 20          A.     No, I did not.

 21          Q.     Why not?

 22          A.     I -- I don't know.  I -- my best -- I

 23   put my trust in Tri-Med Management to handle those

 24   things so that they would know what's in the

 25   Voyager account versus what's in their account and
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  1   that they would know how to handle things.

  2          Q.     Did Tri-Med Management have the

  3   ability to look at IPC's bank accounts?

  4          A.     I don't know the answer to that

  5   question.

  6          Q.     Do you know if anyone at Tri-Med

  7   Management, including Jeremy Anderson, actually

  8   looked at IPC's bank accounts?

  9          A.     I don't know if they did, I don't

 10   know.  I think they could have, but I don't know.

 11          Q.     Do you know if anyone who is also a

 12   member of IPC would know if Jeremy had looked at

 13   IPC's bank accounts or had access to them?

 14          A.     No, I don't know anybody who would

 15   know that answer.

 16          Q.     IPC's bank account was at Voyager?

 17          A.     Correct.

 18          Q.     Do you know of any other accounts

 19   other than the Voyager account that IPC had?

 20          A.     The IPC account that I opened up in

 21   June of 2014 at Wings Financial.

 22          Q.     Prior to June of '14, do you know if

 23   IPC had any other accounts other than the Voyager

 24   Bank account that we've talked about?

 25          A.     Not that I know of.
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  1          Q.     What was Dr. Mai doing for IPC after

  2   September of 2013?

  3          A.     Well, Dr. Mai -- like I said, I wasn't

  4   in on those meetings, but between Dr. Mai or -- or

  5   Tri-Med Management, I don't know what they were --

  6   were doing.  But I know Dr. Mai also was still

  7   involved with the Voyager Bank account up until

  8   December of 2014.

  9          Q.     And what do you mean that he was still

 10   involved with the bank account up until December of

 11   2014?

 12          A.     I know he had signed checks.

 13          Q.     Did you ever see Dr. Mai signing the

 14   checks?

 15          A.     No, I did not.

 16          Q.     Why would IPC allow someone who had

 17   resigned to continue to be on its Voyager Bank

 18   account?

 19          A.     I -- I don't have a great answer on

 20   that.  I remember asking when I came on if bank

 21   accounts needed to be changed or anything, and

 22   everything stays status quo.

 23          Q.     Why didn't the access to the Voyager

 24   Bank account change when Dr. Mai resigned?

 25          A.     I don't know.
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  1          Q.     What change did you request to be

  2   made, if any?

  3          A.     I had just inquired with Dr. Kazi,

  4   myself and Jeremy Anderson in a meeting that if we

  5   should transfer bank accounts or alter bank

  6   accounts in any way to include me, and they said

  7   we're okay with the way things are, status quo.

  8          Q.     Did IPC ever try to add anyone to the

  9   Voyager Bank account that you know of?

 10          A.     I don't -- I'm not aware.

 11          Q.     Did IPC ever try to have Jeremy

 12   Anderson added as a signatory on the Voyager Bank

 13   account?

 14          A.     I -- I was not aware of that, if he --

 15   if that's -- I was not aware, no.

 16          Q.     But to your knowledge, the only person

 17   who was authorized to sign checks for that Voyager

 18   Bank account was Dr. Mai?

 19          A.     Dr. Mai or Dr. Kazi.

 20          Q.     Dr. Kazi.

 21                 (Reporter's Note:  Mr. Kirscher offers

 22   water to Mr. Supalla.)

 23                 MR. KIRSCHER:  Dan?

 24                 MR. SUPALLA:  I'm okay, thanks.

 25   BY MR. KIRSCHER:
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  1          Q.     At any point before you started

  2   working with Diagnostic --

  3          A.     Pain Solutions.

  4          Q.     -- Pain Solutions know that Jeremy and

  5   Dr. Mai knew each other?

  6          A.     I wasn't aware of any relationship or

  7   conversations that they had or --

  8          Q.     You don't know when Jeremy Anderson

  9   and Dr. Mai met?

 10          A.     I don't.

 11          Q.     Do you know if Dr. Mai and Jeremy are

 12   still in communication with one another?

 13          A.     I don't know, and I don't know the

 14   last date that they -- I'm trying to think.  The

 15   last date I saw him was many months ago.  So I

 16   don't know if those guys are in contact via they

 17   meet or talk or phone but --

 18          Q.     When was the last time you saw Jeremy

 19   Anderson?

 20          A.     Um, what is it, Friday?  On Tuesday or

 21   Wednesday of this week I was over at the office.

 22          Q.     Did you talk to Jeremy about the fact

 23   that you were coming here today for this examination?

 24          A.     No, I did not.

 25          Q.     Does Jeremy know that this is
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  1          Q.     Who are the marketing people?  Who do

  2   you mean when you say marketing people?

  3          A.     Tri-Med Management knows more about

  4   that than I do.  I didn't -- I didn't work with

  5   them, except for I knew what they were doing and I

  6   would give them instruction as to, you know, what

  7   we did, the services we provided, but I didn't hire

  8   them or work with them or direct them where to go.

  9          Q.     The marketing people that you referred

 10   to, who do they work for?

 11          A.     I believe Tri-Med Management.

 12          Q.     So --

 13          A.     Is who -- is who employed them.

 14          Q.     Employed the marketing people?

 15          A.     But they're working on behalf of IPC.

 16          Q.     Right.  So IPC would write a check to

 17   you, and you would take the check and get cash and

 18   then give it to the marketing people who work for

 19   Tri-Med Management?

 20          A.     I would always try and keep some cash

 21   in petty cash.  I would give them cash when I know

 22   they're coming in on, you know, a given day, you

 23   know, we need to have a payment by Wednesday for

 24   the event Saturday.  And the rest of it I was -- I

 25   gave to Tri-Med Management.
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  1          Q.     The rest of it, the rest of the cash?

  2          A.     Yes.

  3          Q.     Why did you give them cash?

  4          A.     I guess that is how Tri-Med Management

  5   dealt with some of the marketing people, or I

  6   know -- you know, like I say, we had radio stations

  7   and advertisements and people that would get on

  8   there and talk about the clinic, and I know they

  9   were paid cash.  So I -- I just -- I saw the

 10   transactions, but I don't know why -- in response

 11   to your question, I don't know why.

 12          Q.     You saw the transactions, meaning you

 13   saw what?

 14          A.     I saw the marketing people and I don't

 15   even hardly remember their names, Loos (phonetic)

 16   or somebody.

 17          Q.     I couldn't --

 18          A.     Yeah.  I don't even know how to say

 19   her name, let alone spell it.  She was a Spanish

 20   interpreter, and she did interpreting for us, too.

 21   But I would see her come in on a Wednesday and say

 22   we're setting up for this weekend's event, and we

 23   need a new this or a new that or, you know, order

 24   more brochures, or we need to -- whatever it was,

 25   and we need $400, we need $800, we need $1,000,
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  1   whatever it was.

  2          Q.     Did the marketing people ever give you

  3   an invoice indicating the amounts that they were

  4   telling you that needed to be paid?

  5          A.     They didn't give me an invoice.

  6          Q.     Did they give anyone at IPC an

  7   invoice?

  8          A.     At IP, no, not at IPC.

  9          Q.     Did they give anyone at Tri-Med

 10   Management an invoice?

 11          A.     I can't speak for them, but I believe

 12   they did.  I never saw the receipts and the invoices.

 13          Q.     Tell me the way that you would get the

 14   cash to put it in their hands?  Where did the cash

 15   come from?

 16          A.     From the checks.

 17          Q.     So you would cash the checks?

 18          A.     I would cash the checks and keep cash

 19   on hand, yes.

 20          Q.     So IPC would write a check to you,

 21   you'd get cash?

 22          A.     Keep it in the safe.

 23          Q.     Keep it in the safe, and then hand it

 24   out when somebody said we need $400 for marketing,

 25   that's how you would handle those kind of
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  1   transactions?

  2          A.     Correct.

  3          Q.     Dr. Mai would write the checks to you?

  4          A.     Dr. Mai would have the checks -- the

  5   checks were at the clinic.  So I never saw him

  6   write a check, but they were at the clinic.  They

  7   were handed to me -- they were either in an

  8   envelope on my desk that says get this cashed or

  9   they were handed to me by Tri-Med Management, by

 10   Mr. Anderson.

 11          Q.     Mr. Anderson would hand you an IPC

 12   check written out to you --

 13          A.     Correct.

 14          Q.     -- so you could get cash?

 15          A.     Correct.

 16          Q.     You couldn't go to Voyager Bank and

 17   get the cash out yourself; is that right?

 18          A.     I could not, because I was not on the

 19   account.

 20          Q.     So you would go through the steps of

 21   Dr. Mai writing a check, giving it to you.  Why

 22   didn't Dr. Mai go to the bank and get the cash

 23   himself?

 24          A.     I don't know.  I didn't see Doctor --

 25   I've testified I didn't see Dr. Mai that much.  I
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  1   can only assume -- I don't know.

  2          Q.     The check would be on your desk --

  3          A.     Yes.

  4          Q.     -- waiting for you to take care of it?

  5          A.     Yes, or handed to me.

  6          Q.     Or handed to you by?

  7          A.     Tri-Med Management, Mr. Anderson.

  8          Q.     The person?

  9          A.     Yep.

 10          Q.     How often did Dr. Mai come into IPC's

 11   office space after he resigned?

 12          A.     How many times per month or per week

 13   or --

 14          Q.     How many times per week, between his

 15   resignation and -- Does he still come into the

 16   clinic?

 17          A.     I have not seen -- well, I haven't

 18   been to the clinic since -- well, since -- well,

 19   since the other day when I was there, but I haven't

 20   been in there manage -- or managing since the

 21   clinic was shut down in December, end of December.

 22          Q.     When did you stop seeing Dr. Mai in

 23   the clinic?

 24          A.     I probably stopped seeing him fall of

 25   2014, somewhere, yeah.
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  1          A.     Correct.

  2          Q.     And it's your understanding that

  3   Dr. Mai wrote this check and signed it, and that's

  4   the genesis of it?

  5          A.     Yes.

  6          Q.     Would you look down to the check

  7   marked at tab E?  It's also on this page.

  8          A.     Okay.

  9          Q.     It's the third check.

 10          A.     Okay.

 11          Q.     How much is that check for?

 12          A.     $1,200.

 13          Q.     And what's the date on that check?

 14          A.     Is that 3/17?  It looks -- it appears

 15   to be 3/17.

 16          Q.     And the check is written to you.

 17   Whose handwriting is that, to the extent that you

 18   know?

 19          A.     To the extent I know, that looks like

 20   Jeremy Anderson's handwriting.

 21          Q.     And, then, who is the signature on

 22   there?

 23          A.     It looks -- Dr. Mai is what it looks

 24   like.

 25          Q.     And now --
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  1          Q.     So you don't know when Dr. Mai would

  2   have put his signature on those four checks that we

  3   just talked about?

  4          A.     I don't know.

  5          Q.     If you would please turn the page to

  6   tab F, do you recognize the check at tab F?

  7          A.     I see it, yes.

  8          Q.     And that check is for how much?

  9          A.     $75,000.

 10          Q.     And we talked about that check.

 11   That's the one that you deposited into your savings

 12   account; is that right?

 13          A.     Correct.

 14          Q.     And whose handwriting is it, who wrote

 15   Chad Hill, $75,000, do you know?

 16          A.     That appears to be Jeremy Anderson's,

 17   but I don't know for certain.

 18          Q.     And, then, whose signature is on that

 19   check?

 20          A.     It appears to be Dr. Mai's.

 21          Q.     So Jeremy would write the check and

 22   Dr. Mai would sign the check?

 23          A.     Or vice versa.

 24          Q.     Dr. Mai would write the check and

 25   Jeremy would sign the check?
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  1          A.     Oh, no, no, excuse me.  Or Dr. Mai

  2   would sign the check, and then Jeremy would write

  3   the checks.

  4          Q.     Or order, I see, I understand what

  5   you're saying, so --

  6          A.     Order could be reversed.

  7          Q.     I see, I understand.

  8                 Would you turn to the check at tab G,

  9   it's at the bottom of this page?

 10          A.     G.

 11          Q.     Yes.

 12          A.     Okay.

 13          Q.     That's for $15,000.  Do you know what

 14   the purpose of this $15,000 check written to you

 15   was?

 16          A.     Or is it 1500?

 17          Q.     Fifteen hundred, sorry.  Again, I'm

 18   not a math guy.  $1500 on tab G?

 19                 MR. KIRSCHER:  That's pretty basic

 20   math, Mr. Supalla.

 21                 MR. SUPALLA:  I know.

 22                 THE WITNESS:  I don't recall, and I

 23   don't see anything in the memo line that would help

 24   me to indicate what that was for.

 25   BY MR. SUPALLA:
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  1          Q.     Who is Holly Kwon?

  2          A.     That is an associate, a friend, a

  3   fiancée, I don't know what they're called, could be

  4   a wife, of Jeremy Anderson.

  5          Q.     And why did IPC give Ms. Kwon a check

  6   for $15,000?

  7          A.     I do not know.

  8          Q.     If you look at the endorsement, do you

  9   recognize that account number there?

 10          A.     I'm reading 

 11          Q.     Yes.

 12          A.     I've never seen that number before.

 13          Q.     If you would turn back to the actual

 14   check again?

 15          A.     Okay.

 16          Q.     Page back, get the right orientation,

 17   Holly Kwon, $15,000, can you identify whose

 18   handwriting that is?

 19          A.     It appears to be Jeremy Anderson's or

 20   possibly Dr. Mai.

 21          Q.     And, then, if you look at the

 22   signature, whose signature is that?

 23          A.     It appears to be Dr. Mai's.

 24          Q.     And you don't know why IPC was paying

 25   Ms. Kwon $15,000?
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  1          A.     No.  At that -- at that date, at that

  2   time I don't.

  3          Q.     Have you ever met her?

  4          A.     I have met her.

  5          Q.     Did IPC ever transfer any other money

  6   to Ms. Kwon other than the $15,000, to the extent

  7   that you know?

  8          A.     Not that I'm aware of.  I didn't know

  9   about this.

 10                 MR. SUPALLA:  Why don't we take a

 11   break for lunch and then finish up after that.

 12                 (Break from 12:54 to 1:35.)

 13                 MR. SUPALLA:  We can go back on the

 14   record, then.

 15                 So we're back this afternoon, and we

 16   finished going through those checks, and there's

 17   another round of checks that I wanted to go

 18   through.  So if you could mark this exhibit for me,

 19   please?

 20                 THE COURT REPORTER:  It's No. 9.

 21                 (Whereupon, Rule 2004 Examination

 22   Exhibit No. 9 was marked for identification, and a

 23   copy is attached and hereby made a part of this

 24   transcript.)

 25                 MR. SUPALLA:  I'll write that down
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  1          A.     Example, I'm not saying on this date,

  2   but an example.  On the $700, somebody might be

  3   coming in that needed $200, he might have another

  4   expense or there might be a bill or something that

  5   he was going to go pay, and so he would say $100

  6   to -- three hundred -- $200 here, $300 here, and he

  7   would take care of the other stuff, whatever he

  8   needed.

  9          Q.     Did you ever give Jeremy Anderson any

 10   of the cash directly?

 11          A.     Yes, I did.

 12          Q.     Did he ever give you a receipt for the

 13   cash that you had given him?

 14          A.     No, he did not.

 15          Q.     Did he ever give you an invoice or any

 16   other sort of record that would indicate that you

 17   had given him a certain amount of cash?

 18          A.     No, he did not.

 19          Q.     The next line below that, a check for

 20   $900, do you recall what the purpose was of that

 21   $900 check?

 22          A.     No, I do not.

 23          Q.     You don't --

 24          A.     Business expenses.

 25          Q.     Flip the page, please.  There's two
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  1          A.     No, I did not.

  2          Q.     Did you ever see Dr. Mai sign his name

  3   onto any of the checks that you received from the

  4   Voyager Bank account?

  5          A.     No, I did not.

  6          Q.     Did you ever see Jeremy Anderson

  7   writing Dr. Mai's signature on the checks?

  8          A.     No, I did not.

  9          Q.     Did you ever write Dr. Mai's signature

 10   on the checks?

 11          A.     No, I did not.

 12          Q.     Did anyone inform Voyager Bank at IPC

 13   that Dr. Mai had resigned?

 14          A.     I don't know if anybody -- I don't

 15   know if Dr. Kazi or anybody did, I can't speak for

 16   them.

 17          Q.     Did you tell the Voyager Bank that

 18   Dr. Mai had resigned?

 19          A.     I did not.

 20          Q.     When did Dr. Mai stop writing checks

 21   on the Voyager Bank account, to the extent that you

 22   know?

 23          A.     In December 2014.

 24          Q.     Didn't it seem odd to you as a member

 25   of IPC that one of its former members, who was no
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  1   longer associated with it, was writing and signing

  2   checks on behalf of the company?

  3          A.     Yeah, I could see how, yeah, that was

  4   odd.

  5          Q.     Did you ever raise that issue with

  6   anybody?

  7          A.     I brought that up with Dr. Kazi and

  8   with Tri-Med Management one time, and that's where

  9   they said, nope, just status quo, it's fine, we

 10   don't need to change anything.  I said okay.

 11          Q.     Meaning they didn't want to change?

 12          A.     They needed to change ownership on an

 13   account or anybody else on an account or open a

 14   different account at that time, automatic things

 15   were set up and everything was fine.

 16          Q.     Do you recall what, if anything, after

 17   you raised that issue with Dr. Kazi -- and who at

 18   Tri-Med Management did you --

 19          A.     Jeremy Anderson.

 20          Q.     -- raise that issue with?

 21          A.     Jeremy Anderson.

 22          Q.     After you raised that issue with

 23   Jeremy Anderson and Dr. Kazi, do you recall what

 24   they said?  I know you testified that they said

 25   status quo?
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  1          A.     Yeah, that's what -- yeah, that's my

  2   testimony.  I don't recall any other --

  3          Q.     You don't recall what they said --

  4          A.     No.

  5          Q.     -- in response to that?

  6          A.     Except for everything is good, why

  7   change.

  8          Q.     So to sort of summarize, Jeremy or

  9   Dr. Mai would prepare a check, Dr. Mai would sign

 10   the check, written to you, you would take the check

 11   down to Voyager Bank, get the cash --

 12          A.     Uh-huh.

 13          Q.     -- bring the cash back up --

 14          A.     Uh-huh, correct.

 15          Q.     -- and, then, use the cash to pay

 16   business expenses without getting receipts from

 17   anybody, is that a fair characterization of what we

 18   talked about with these checks?

 19          A.     That is fair.  That was petty cash

 20   that wasn't well documented.

 21          Q.     And why would you not document the

 22   expenses that you were paying with that money?

 23          A.     I trusted Tri-Med Management is going

 24   to keep track of that stuff.

 25          Q.     Did you ever ask Tri-Med Management to
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  1          A.     These are wire transfers out of --

  2   domestic wire transfers out of my personal Wings

  3   account.

  4          Q.     And are these the transfers that we

  5   had discussed earlier in the morning that were made

  6   in March of 2014, after approximately $175,000 had

  7   been wired into your account?

  8          A.     Yes, March to April 2014, correct.

  9          Q.     The first page, so the first page of

 10   Exhibit 11, that's the $75,000 transfer; is that

 11   right?

 12          A.     Correct.

 13          Q.     And we were trying to figure out who

 14   it went to, and it looks like it went to Akerman,

 15   LLP?

 16          A.     Correct.

 17          Q.     And, then, in the Special Instructions,

 18   what does that say?

 19          A.     It says, client matter, Jeremy

 20   Anderson.

 21          Q.     So that indicates to you that this

 22   $175,000 was paid to Akerman, LLP, the law firm, on

 23   behalf of Jeremy Anderson?

 24          A.     Correct.

 25          Q.     Did you have any involvement in
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  1   selecting Akerman, LLP as an attorney who was going

  2   to be represent Mr. Anderson?

  3          A.     No, I did not.

  4          Q.     And who directed you, if anyone, to

  5   send Akerman that $75,000?

  6          A.     That was the discussion that we had

  7   between the doctors, myself, and Mr. Anderson, who

  8   said we should send the money to try and get things

  9   lifted so we could get our money -- our payroll

 10   money and start funding again; and so the

 11   instructions for the client matter came from the

 12   next page, that says wire the money to this law

 13   firm, client matter Jeremy Anderson.

 14          Q.     One second, I lost my notes on this

 15   one.

 16                 Did you ever see an engagement

 17   agreement between Jeremy Anderson and Akerman, LLP?

 18          A.     No, I did not.

 19          Q.     Were you involved in deciding which

 20   lawyers to hire?

 21          A.     No, I was not.

 22          Q.     Who decided which lawyers would be

 23   hired?

 24          A.     Mr. Anderson, and -- and whoever else

 25   he had with Tri-Med Management.
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  1          Q.     If you would flip to the third page,

  2   please?

  3          A.     Yes.

  4          Q.     So is this the wire transfer that we

  5   discussed that was made to Chase for payroll?

  6          A.     Correct.

  7          Q.     And it says in the Special

  8   Instructions Tri-Med Management, Inc.  Do you know

  9   why it says Tri-Med Management, Inc. there?

 10          A.     Tri-Med Management would have been who

 11   had the account, the payroll account set up with,

 12   and once the money was frozen from their account,

 13   the money needed to get out to the payroll place,

 14   so that's why I wired it.  But, yeah, this is in

 15   regards to our payroll.

 16          Q.     If you would go to the fourth page,

 17   please, it says attention, Ekta?

 18          A.     Ekta, yeah.

 19          Q.     That's Ekta Desai?

 20          A.     Yep, correct.

 21          Q.     And it looks like Chase Advantage

 22   payroll account.

 23                 Page 5, please.  So page 5 is the

 24   $15,000 transfer to Regions Bank that we had talked

 25   about?
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  1          A.     Correct.

  2          Q.     And it appears that that one was sent

  3   to Mr. Borja?

  4          A.     Correct.

  5          Q.     And in the Special Instructions, it

  6   says try Tri-Med Corporation.  Do you see that?

  7          A.     Correct.

  8          Q.     Do you know why it says Tri-Med

  9   Corporation in the Special Instructions there?

 10          A.     That Mr. Borja would help Tri-Med

 11   Corporation get the injunction lifted.

 12          Q.     Were you involved in the discussions

 13   of deciding how much money to send Mr. Borja?

 14          A.     No, I was not.

 15          Q.     Who was, if you know?

 16          A.     Mr. Borja, and I assume Tri-Med

 17   Corporation people, Mr. Anderson.

 18          Q.     Have you ever seen an engagement

 19   agreement between Mr. Borja and Tri-Med Corporation?

 20          A.     No, I have not.

 21          Q.     If you'll flip to page 6 of these -- I

 22   think there are 12 pages, this is the SunTrust Bank

 23   transfer that we had talked about?

 24          A.     Yes.

 25          Q.     For $10,000?
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  1          A.     Yes.

  2          Q.     If you look at the beneficiary

  3   information, it says Lux Investor Services,

  4   Incorporated?

  5          A.     Correct.

  6          Q.     Do you know what Lux Investor

  7   Services, Incorporated is?

  8          A.     No, I do not.

  9          Q.     Did you ever ask anybody what Lux

 10   Investor Services was?

 11          A.     I did, and I was told that that was

 12   the account for an attorney.

 13          Q.     Did anyone ever tell you what the name

 14   of the attorney was associated with Lux Investor

 15   Services?

 16          A.     No, I don't recall.

 17          Q.     And have you come to find out who that

 18   attorney is?

 19          A.     No, I have not.

 20          Q.     Then, have you seen any engagement

 21   agreements or any documents exchanged between Lux

 22   Investor Services, Inc. and Tri-Med Corporation?

 23          A.     No, I have not.

 24          Q.     Would you flip to page 8, please?

 25   It's the Comerica Bank wire.
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  1          A.     Okay.

  2          Q.     So this is the $25,000 wire that went

  3   to Comerica Bank that we talked about previously.

  4   In the Beneficiary Information section, do you see

  5   that part of the document?

  6          A.     I do.

  7          Q.     It says Glenn Sikora Rev. Living

  8   Trust?

  9          A.     Correct.

 10          Q.     Do you know what the Glenn L. Sikora

 11   Rev. Living Trust is?

 12          A.     I don't know.  I -- I don't -- I do

 13   recall on that one that this was for Tri-Med

 14   Associates, I believe, because I know there was

 15   25,000 for Tri-Med Associates, and that's the only

 16   one I can think of that's 25,000.

 17          Q.     Did anyone tell you at any point in

 18   time what the Glenn Sikora Living Trust was?

 19          A.     No, just that that was the money -- or

 20   to the attorney or that would -- that would -- that

 21   Tri-Med Corporate or Tri-Med Management already had

 22   attorneys, but they need Associates, too, and

 23   everybody to go together to get it lifted at one

 24   time, that this was the attorney for Tri-Med

 25   Associates, is what I was instructed.
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  1          Q.     And who told you that it was the

  2   attorney for Tri-Med Associates?

  3          A.     Mr. Anderson.

  4          Q.     Who selected the attorneys for the

  5   various companies that we've talked about, who

  6   selected Mr. Borja for Tri-Med Corporation?

  7          A.     I'm assuming Mr. Anderson and

  8   somebody, or in his partners, I don't know.

  9          Q.     Were you involved in the discussion to

 10   hire Mr. Borja?

 11          A.     No, I was not.

 12          Q.     Were you involved in the discussion --

 13   the Lux Investor Services one, were you involved in

 14   the discussion about whether that was an attorney

 15   and whether that person would be hired?

 16          A.     I was told that there was -- it was an

 17   attorney that could, once again, help lift this

 18   injunction, but I was not involved in the decision

 19   making to pick that attorney, no.

 20          Q.     Who, to your knowledge, was involved

 21   in that?

 22          A.     To the best of my knowledge,

 23   Mr. Jeremy Anderson and any of his associates or

 24   business people or partners.

 25          Q.     Would you flip to page 9, please?  It
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  1   appears to be the $10,000 transfer to Mr. Borja --

  2          A.     Correct.

  3          Q.     -- at Regions Bank?  And what's the

  4   date of this transfer?

  5          A.     4/17/2014.

  6          Q.     And so this isn't one of the ones that

  7   we talked about earlier, because it was on your

  8   bank account records; is that right?

  9          A.     Correct.  And that's what I said, I do

 10   remember Mr. Borja being more than any -- anybody

 11   else.

 12          Q.     How many times did you transfer money

 13   to Mr. Borja?

 14          A.     I don't have that number in front of

 15   me.  Roughly, this and maybe a few other times.

 16          Q.     Who instructed you, if anyone, to

 17   transfer the money to Mr. Borja?

 18          A.     That was Mr. Anderson and I would talk

 19   about it, and I would -- and -- and after this,

 20   once it was IPC money, I did discuss that with

 21   Dr. Kazi, also.  But on these we would discuss in

 22   the office, and we would say, you know, there's

 23   another -- they need to file this or file that or

 24   another hearing or another whatever, they need

 25   another ten grand, should we give another ten
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  1   grand?  And so -- but this money that was in my

  2   account, yes, I did wire that money down there.

  3                 Once -- once we got to a certain point

  4   here, after this last one, I said enough is enough

  5   for a while; and, then, on my personal account I

  6   put that -- the money from that 175,000, I put the

  7   rest of it back into IPC account.

  8          Q.     Into which IPC account did you put

  9   that --

 10          A.     The Voyager Bank --

 11          Q.     -- $175,000?

 12          A.     Sorry for interrupting.  The Voyager

 13   Bank IPC account.

 14          Q.     And when did that occur?

 15          A.     April, April, May of 2014, when we

 16   knew that -- when it appeared that the IPC Voyager

 17   Bank account was not going to be frozen as the

 18   Tri-Med Management account was.

 19          Q.     And, then, if you would turn to

 20   page 11, please?  It's a $25,000 transfer --

 21          A.     Got it.

 22          Q.     -- to Mr. Borja.

 23          A.     Yes.

 24          Q.     Who instructed you to make this

 25   transfer?
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  1          A.     That was -- I don't recall everybody

  2   involved in that one.  I mean, I should say I also

  3   remember talking with Dr. Ketroser a lot, too,

  4   since he was an attorney and medical doctor.  I

  5   don't remember who, everybody, but to give -- who

  6   gave me these instructions, yeah, Mr. Anderson; and

  7   I don't remember why 25,000 and what that was -- if

  8   there was something else big coming up or whatever.

  9          Q.     Did you ever see an invoice from or a

 10   statement from Mr. Borja?

 11                 (Reporter's Note:  The witness is

 12   coughing and clearing his throat.)

 13                 MR. SUPALLA:  Go ahead and take a

 14   drink of water, that's fine.

 15                 THE WITNESS:  I don't -- I do not

 16   recall ever seeing an invoice from Mr. Borja.

 17   BY MR. SUPALLA:

 18          Q.     And IPC never signed any engagement

 19   agreements with any of these lawyers that were

 20   being hired, did it?

 21          A.     No.

 22          Q.     At the time that these transfers were

 23   made, you were aware that the Florida court had

 24   entered an order appointing a receiver over Tri-Med

 25   Corporation and Tri-Med Associates; is that right?
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  1          A.     I'm not an attorney, I don't know

  2   what -- I remember that -- all I know is they were

  3   shut down and -- and that they were not able to

  4   operate, and something called an injunction was

  5   preventing all this.

  6          Q.     And have you come to learn that the

  7   injunction that you had heard about prior to making

  8   these wire transfers out to these attorneys is the

  9   order that appointed the receiver and froze their

 10   assets down in the Florida court?

 11          A.     Could you repeat that?

 12          Q.     So you've come to learn, though,

 13   after -- you knew there was an junction?

 14          A.     I knew there was injunction.

 15          Q.     You've come to learn that that

 16   injunction that you knew of was the order that the

 17   Florida court had entered freezing all of the

 18   Tri-Med companies' assets?

 19          A.     Correct, and that's why it was frozen

 20   and that's why we couldn't do business and fund and

 21   why Tri-Med Management actually had our payroll

 22   money frozen, yes.

 23          Q.     And that's why they had to transfer

 24   funds into IPC and then into your savings account

 25   so they could pay their lawyers; is that right?
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  1          A.     No, that's incorrect.  The reason that

  2   money was -- a lot of it still stayed in Voyager.

  3   The reason it went into mine was in case they

  4   decide to close one, we still have money elsewhere.

  5   If we keep all of it into one and they thought or

  6   the Florida courts or Florida what is it --

  7          Q.     Courts, that's fine.

  8          A.     Florida is going to freeze Tri-Med

  9   Management and, we think, IPC, falsely accuse us

 10   and freeze ours, that's what I said, then we're

 11   closed on Monday; and so the fear running through

 12   the office was if they freeze that we're done,

 13   let's move some money, and that's why we started

 14   with this hundred thousand, and then I used that

 15   roughly what, a day or so after, when Tri-Med

 16   Management was saying -- or Mr. Anderson was

 17   saying, look, we need to get an attorney down

 18   there -- or he needs to get an attorney, not we, I

 19   don't want to -- I wasn't part of his, he needs to

 20   get an attorney to get this temporary injunction

 21   lifted so that we could fund again and get the

 22   money unfrozen.  So to spend some money to get the

 23   money back and to have a funding company, yes, that

 24   was a decision that we made, said yes, let's try

 25   and help get this lifted.
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  1          Q.     And so had the Receiver and the

  2   injunction in the Florida court reached IPC, it

  3   would have frozen IPC's bank accounts as well?

  4          A.     If they did, we wouldn't -- we

  5   wouldn't have been open from March to December 2014.

  6          Q.     So in order to avoid that problem, the

  7   money was moved from IPC's account to your personal

  8   savings account?

  9          A.     Part of it, part of it was just in

 10   case they did freeze that.  If they -- if they did

 11   decide to freeze that, then, hopefully, they

 12   wouldn't freeze mine, and we would have another

 13   month to try and reorganize and figure out how to

 14   operate as a business; and then once it looked like

 15   that wasn't going to be frozen, I put the money --

 16   the rest of that money back in.

 17          Q.     Have Tri-Med Corporation or Tri-Med

 18   Associates or Mr. Anderson or anyone else who has

 19   hired an attorney through this process that we

 20   talked about, paid those funds back to IPC?

 21          A.     Not that I'm aware of.

 22          Q.     Are there any documents or agreements

 23   that exist where those individuals or those

 24   entities promised to put that money back into IPC

 25   at some point in time in the future?
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  1   some other attorney.

  2          Q.     And it stays Re: Chad M hill on there?

  3          A.     Correct.

  4          Q.     Is that right?

  5          A.     Correct.

  6          Q.     What account --

  7          A.     To the best of --

  8          Q.     -- was this $1,500 cashier's check

  9   drawn on?

 10          A.     I believe the IPC Wings account.  I

 11   don't have that information in front of me, because

 12   when you asked me a moment ago, my testimony that I

 13   gave personal money, no.  But did we continue with

 14   IPC money?  Yes, because if -- as soon as that gets

 15   lifted and we can fund again, we will survive as a

 16   clinic.  When nothing was lifted and all these

 17   attorneys kept fighting it and fighting and can't

 18   get it lifted.

 19          Q.     So this $1,500 was paid to

 20   Mr. Morfesis as -- was a payment made on behalf of

 21   Jeremy Anderson?

 22          A.     It was, well, for the benefit of

 23   Jeremy Anderson for Tri-Med Corporation to get the

 24   injunction lifted so we could fund again.

 25          Q.     And you believe that came from IPC's
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  1   Wings Financial account?

  2          A.     I believe it did.

  3          Q.     And your name is on there, it says

  4   your name on there?

  5          A.     Correct.

  6          Q.     Why does it say your name on there and

  7   not IPC's name on there?

  8          A.     I remember asking that at the bank,

  9   too, and I believe they said they had to have a

 10   personal name on there.

 11          Q.     Would you --

 12          A.     I don't --

 13          Q.     Sorry.  What did you do with this

 14   check after you got it from the bank?

 15          A.     It was mailed.

 16          Q.     And who mailed it?

 17          A.     I popped it in the mail.

 18          Q.     Flip the page, please?

 19          A.     Uh-huh.

 20          Q.     Here we have another check.  Do you

 21   recognize this check?

 22          A.     Yes, I do.

 23          Q.     What is it?

 24          A.     A thousand dollars to Gerasimos Alex

 25   Morfesis.
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  1          Q.     And what account was this check drawn

  2   on?

  3          A.     I believe the Interventional Pain

  4   Center account.

  5          Q.     And what did you do with the check

  6   after the bank gave it to you?

  7          A.     I popped that in the mail to

  8   Mr. Morfesis, Morfe -- Morfesis.

  9          Q.     Morfesis, I think.

 10          A.     Morfesis.

 11          Q.     That's how I say it, that's fine.

 12                 Why was IPC paying money from its own

 13   account to Jeremy Anderson or Tri-Med's lawyers?

 14          A.     If Tri-Med Corporation -- it depends

 15   on which Tri-Med you're talking about, but if

 16   you're talking Tri-Med Corporation, our source of

 17   funding, if we can't get that lifted, we can't fund

 18   some of these cases, it changed -- it changed the

 19   type of patients we were able to see when our

 20   funding source got -- you know, got -- got cut off.

 21   And so all along, when Mr. Anderson would say to

 22   us, as doctors, look, here's the status, they just

 23   need another $1,000 for another hearing for

 24   another -- or $2,000 for another hearing and,

 25   hopefully, a judge will get them to reverse the
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  1   order and the money is still there, we can fund

  2   again, yes, we decided it's worth it to spend

  3   $1,000 to be able to start funding hundreds of

  4   thousands of dollars.

  5          Q.     So who made the decision on behalf of

  6   IPC that, yes, we're going to send money to Jeremy

  7   and Tri-Med Corporation's lawyers?

  8          A.     That is a decision I talked to with --

  9   I kept Dr. Kazi in the loop when he was in, but the

 10   other doctor that was there was Dr. Ketroser, and I

 11   know Dr. Ketroser and Jeremy met more than -- more

 12   than I met with either one of them; and so since I

 13   was on that account, yes, it's worth it to spend a

 14   thousand dollars, when -- when I let those guys

 15   know what's going on, we said, yeah, for a thousand

 16   dollars, let's do it.

 17          Q.     Was Jeremy Anderson involved in the

 18   decision-making process at IPC to send the money?

 19          A.     Yes, you could say he was involved in

 20   the process.

 21          Q.     And who made the ask of IPC to send

 22   the money down there to the lawyers?

 23          A.     Could you -- I don't think I understand

 24   your question.

 25          Q.     Who asked IPC to send these funds down
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  1   to the lawyers, was it Jeremy Anderson?

  2          A.     Jeremy would say, yes, could we send

  3   another thousand dollars, look, send a thousand

  4   dollars in this hearing, it might get lifted and we

  5   could fund again, correct.

  6          Q.     You can flip the page to the next

  7   page, the same question for this check.  Was this

  8   check drawn on IPC's account?

  9          A.     Yes, I believe all these were on IPC

 10   account.  I don't know why my name was on the first

 11   one.

 12          Q.     Take a flip through the last three

 13   pages and just look at those checks, then.

 14          A.     Okay.

 15          Q.     Okay?

 16          A.     I do recognize that.

 17          Q.     The third page says IPC, the fourth

 18   page says Chad M. Hill, the fifth page says Chad M.

 19   Hill.  As far as you know, all these accounts were

 20   drawn on IPC Wings account and not your own

 21   personal account?

 22          A.     Correct, that's my -- that's my

 23   knowledge.

 24          Q.     And you were the person who went down

 25   to the bank physically and requested the checks and
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  1   got them from the teller?

  2          A.     I did, at the Wings Financial branch

  3   in Minnetonka.

  4          Q.     And is it also your testimony that

  5   you dropped these last three checks in the mail to

  6   Mr. Morfesis as well?

  7          A.     I did.

  8          Q.     Did you ever give any of these five

  9   checks to Mr. Anderson to transmit to his lawyers

 10   down in Florida?

 11          A.     No, I did not.

 12          Q.     So you did it yourself?

 13          A.     I did.

 14                 MR. SUPALLA:  Would you mark this for

 15   me, please?

 16                 (Whereupon, Rule 2004 Examination

 17   Exhibit No. 13 was marked for identification, and a

 18   copy is attached and hereby made a part of this

 19   transcript.)

 20   BY MR. SUPALLA:

 21          Q.     I'm going to hand you what the court

 22   reporter has marked as Exhibit 13.  We'll go page

 23   by page through this thing.  Exhibit 13, do you

 24   recognize the first page?

 25          A.     I do, FedPayments ManagerSM for Funds,
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  1   yes.

  2          Q.     What does the first page of Exhibit 13

  3   represent, what is it?

  4          A.     It looks like it talks about senders,

  5   banking information and originator.

  6          Q.     Does this show that funds were wired

  7   to someone named A. J. Brent?  Do you see --

  8          A.     Oh, correct.

  9          Q.     -- A. J. Brent at the bottom?

 10          A.     Yes.

 11          Q.     Who is A. J. Brent?

 12          A.     A. J. Brent is also with an attorney's

 13   office.  As far as what I was told, he was -- boy,

 14   and as I've testified already, I don't recall -- I

 15   never had a list of who these people are and which

 16   attorneys they're with or paralegals.

 17          Q.     It's your understanding that he worked

 18   at an attorney's office?

 19          A.     Correct.

 20          Q.     How did you come to form the

 21   understanding that Mr. Brent worked at an attorney's

 22   office?

 23          A.     I -- Mr. Anderson.

 24          Q.     If you would look in the section that

 25   says originator information?
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  1          A.     Yes.

  2          Q.     Do you see to the right of that it

  3   says Interventional Pain Center, PLLC?

  4          A.     Yes.

  5          Q.     And, then, above that it says amount

  6   for $5,000?

  7          A.     Yes.

  8          Q.     So this is showing that IPC wired

  9   Mr. Brent $5,000?

 10          A.     Yes.

 11          Q.     Why did IPC wire Mr. Brent $5,000?

 12          A.     In July 2014?  Same as the previous

 13   ones.  I mean, all that -- all that was done for,

 14   hopefully, the future of Interventional Pain Center

 15   by getting our funding company -- I haven't totaled

 16   it up how much it was, but we did spend a lot of

 17   money to try and -- try and get the funding company

 18   back up and going.

 19          Q.     Who asked that IPC wire Mr. Brent

 20   $5,000?

 21          A.     Mr. Anderson asked me on that one, if

 22   this -- yeah, this is one that I -- I believe this

 23   is me.  Yes.

 24          Q.     So this would have come from the Wings

 25   Financial account?
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  1          A.     It would have been -- yeah, it looks

  2   like it, Wings Financial business account.

  3          Q.     Could you please flip to the second

  4   page?

  5          A.     Yes.

  6          Q.     And it appears to be another wire

  7   transfer page?

  8          A.     Yes.

  9          Q.     Also from Wings Financial?

 10          A.     Yes.

 11          Q.     And it looks like the receiver is

 12   BB&T, or the receiver of the funds is BB&T.  Do you

 13   know who BB&T is?

 14          A.     I don't see BB&T.

 15          Q.     Oh, it's sort of like a third of the

 16   way down in the middle of the page, it says Basic

 17   Information, Sender, Wings, Receiver ABA, a number,

 18   BB&T?

 19          A.     Oh, okay.

 20          Q.     Do you see that?

 21          A.     Now I do.

 22          Q.     Do you know what that is?

 23          A.     I was told that one -- I was never

 24   given BB&T.  I was told Aqua Robotics is the name.

 25          Q.     Yes.
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  1          Q.     Did you ever report any of the

  2   payments that you made on behalf of Mr. Anderson or

  3   of Tri-Med Corporation for attorneys' fees as

  4   business expenses or losses on tax reporting forms?

  5          A.     I don't know.  Once again, Tri-Med

  6   Management was, per our agreement, performing -- or

  7   getting the accountant to do the taxes, and I don't

  8   know what they listed it as and I have not seen

  9   that information.

 10          Q.     Would you flip the page in Exhibit 13,

 11   please?  It appears we have another wire transfer

 12   here.  Do you recognize this transfer?

 13          A.     Twenty-five thousand from -- from

 14   2013?  I don't recall that one.

 15          Q.     If you look at the originator, it

 16   appears that it's you?

 17          A.     Uh-huh.

 18          Q.     And the address is your home address;

 19   is that right?

 20          A.     That is correct.

 21          Q.     And the recipient is Holly Kwon?

 22          A.     Correct.

 23          Q.     And you thought that might be Jeremy's

 24   fiancée or girlfriend or wife, whatever --

 25          A.     Yes, whatever she was.
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  1          Q.     -- her status is?

  2          A.     She's his -- yes.

  3          Q.     Did the $25,000 that you transferred

  4   to Ms. Kwon in December of 2013 come from IPC's

  5   account or from your personal account?

  6          A.     It looks like it would have come from

  7   IPC -- IPC account.

  8          Q.     It looks like it came from your

  9   personal account because your home address is on

 10   there?

 11          A.     My home address is on there, but I'm

 12   looking at the ABA numbers, Wings Financial

 13   matching with the ABA numbers on these cashier's

 14   checks.

 15          Q.     The ABA numbers are going to match

 16   because they're --

 17          A.     Oh.

 18          Q.     That's specific to Wings Financial.

 19          A.     Oh.  Which I don't know what -- I

 20   don't see the account number on there.  The ABA

 21   would be the same.  I don't know which account

 22   number.  I don't recall this transaction from my --

 23   from my personal account.

 24          Q.     If it did come from your personal

 25   account, it would be reflected on your bank account
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  1   statement from December of '13 or from November if

  2   it bleeds into December?

  3          A.     I would -- I would think, yes.

  4          Q.     Would you have any reason to transfer

  5   $25,000 to Jeremy's girlfriend in December of 2013?

  6          A.     No.  I don't -- I don't recall why.

  7          Q.     Would IPC have any reason to transfer

  8   $25,000 of its own money to Jeremy's girlfriend at

  9   that time?

 10          A.     I don't recall why, no.

 11          Q.     Do you know who, if anyone, asked you

 12   to make this transfer?

 13          A.     Mr. Anderson.

 14          Q.     Did --

 15          A.     If -- if -- yeah, because that's the

 16   only way I would have made this -- made this

 17   transfer for some reason that -- yeah.

 18          Q.     Do you remember if he explained to you

 19   what the transfer was for?

 20          A.     No, I really -- I really don't.  I'm

 21   looking at this, beginning of December 2013, and I

 22   don't recall this.  I'm drawing a blank.

 23          Q.     Do you have copies of your Wings

 24   Financial bank accounts from December of 2013?

 25          A.     Yes.
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  1          Q.     Can you send those to me, please?

  2                 THE WITNESS:  Were they included in

  3   that CD?  I don't know.

  4                 MR. KIRSCHER:  It's a year prior to

  5   the date of filing, so he doesn't have them yet.

  6                 Why don't you send me a formal

  7   request?

  8                 MR. SUPALLA:  Okay.

  9   BY MR. SUPALLA:

 10          Q.     Will you flip the page to the next

 11   one, a little bit different format, but it also

 12   appears to be a wire transfer confirmation type

 13   document.  If you look at the bottom --

 14          A.     Uh-huh.

 15          Q.     -- do you know who Mary Ann Nicholas

 16   is?

 17          A.     She is the wife of one of the named

 18   defendants.

 19          Q.     Is it Anthony Nicholas II or the III,

 20   do you know?

 21          A.     I don't -- I don't know which one.

 22          Q.     Do you know why IPC would have

 23   transferred $500 to Ms. Nicholas in June of '14?

 24          A.     I don't remember the reason, but I do

 25   remember the request from Mr. Anderson, and all I
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  1   remember is that it's something to do with getting

  2   this injunction lifted.

  3          Q.     Flip to the next page?

  4          A.     Yes.

  5          Q.     And it looks like there's another

  6   transfer to Ms. Nicholas --

  7          A.     Uh-huh.

  8          Q.     -- in July of 2014?

  9          A.     Uh-huh.

 10          Q.     Do you recall what the purpose of that

 11   transfer was?

 12          A.     Well, somehow to help get this whole

 13   thing lifted.  I don't know what part she had in

 14   it, but that's what I remember, is --

 15          Q.     Do you know what Ms. Nicholas does for

 16   a living?

 17          A.     No, I don't.

 18          Q.     And this transfer was for $750; is

 19   that right?

 20          A.     That's what it looks like, correct.

 21          Q.     And it appears that it came out of

 22   IPC's bank account?

 23          A.     Correct.

 24          Q.     Will you flip to the next page,

 25   please?  Do you know who Tim Patrick is?
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  1          A.     I was told Tim is an attorney and/or

  2   paralegal or something with the law firm, the law

  3   firm representing Tri-Med Management, Tri-Med Corp.

  4   or Tri-Med Associates, I don't know which one.

  5          Q.     And was this transfer made out of

  6   IPC's Wings Financial account --

  7          A.     I believe so.

  8          Q.     -- or your own personal account?

  9          A.     I believe it was out of the IPC

 10   business account.

 11          Q.     And that would have been done at the

 12   end of October of '14?

 13          A.     Correct.

 14          Q.     And Jeremy's name shows up there in

 15   the text.  Who would have asked you to make the

 16   transfer?

 17          A.     That would have been a discussion that

 18   we had in the clinic, and, then, for, once again,

 19   something that needed to be done or some legal work

 20   that needed to be done to help get this lifted,

 21   Jeremy and -- and Tri-Med Management.

 22          Q.     And in October of 2014, the injunction

 23   is imposed in early March of 2014?

 24          A.     Correct.

 25          Q.     IPC is not subject to the injunction --
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  1          A.     Correct.

  2          Q.     -- as of October of '14; is that right?

  3          A.     Correct.  Well, you can -- my

  4   understanding is IPC is a nonparty.

  5          Q.     But, nevertheless, IPC is helping to

  6   pay for the defendants' legal fees; is that right?

  7          A.     IPC did help pay for some of the legal

  8   fees, and that's when I said -- that's why a lot of

  9   these were only a thousand at a time.  I said we're

 10   not giving twenty-five, ten, a hundred thousand,

 11   whatever, we're not giving big chunks anymore.  We

 12   can give a little bit if something needs to be

 13   filed that would help lift this injunction so we

 14   can operate again and fund again, but -- but, yes,

 15   I was putting my foot down at this time, too, saying

 16   this is getting ridiculous.

 17          Q.     And, then, if you look at the last

 18   page, please?

 19          A.     Yes.

 20          Q.     Same thing with the discussion of the

 21   transfer to Mr. Patrick before?

 22          A.     Yes.

 23          Q.     Payment for legal fees?

 24          A.     Legals, yes.

 25          Q.     And who had asked you that be done?
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  1          A.     That would be the same, Mr. Anderson.

  2          Q.     Patrick be paid?

  3          A.     Correct.

  4                 MR. SUPALLA:  Would you mark that for

  5   me, please?

  6                 (Whereupon, Rule 2004 Examination

  7   Exhibit No. 14 was marked for identification, and a

  8   copy is attached and hereby made a part of this

  9   transcript.)

 10   BY MR. SUPALLA:

 11          Q.     I'm going to hand you what we've

 12   marked as Exhibit 14.

 13          A.     Okay.

 14          Q.     Do you recognize Exhibit 14?

 15          A.     I've never seen it before.

 16          Q.     It appears to be a check drawn on

 17   IPC's Voyager Bank account?

 18          A.     Yes, it does.

 19          Q.     And we talked about Mr. Brent being

 20   someone that Jeremy told you was working at a law

 21   firm?

 22          A.     Correct, or some legal representative,

 23   something to help represent them to get the

 24   injunction lifted.

 25          Q.     The check appears to be dated at
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  1   November 18th of 2014.  You never saw this check

  2   when it went out the door?

  3          A.     No, I did not.

  4          Q.     Do you know who would have been

  5   involved in writing this check and signing it?

  6          A.     Um, well, now I have no idea after the

  7   last stuff you showed me, but I would assume Doc --

  8   Mr. Anderson or Mister -- or Dr. Mai, but --

  9   Mr. Anderson, Dr. Mai.

 10          Q.     One last thing and then I think we'll

 11   take a break, and then I just want to follow up

 12   with my cocounsel and see if there's anything else

 13   to wrap up with.

 14                 If you wouldn't mind turning back to

 15   Exhibit 7, it is the Voluntary Petition that you

 16   filed with the Bankruptcy Court.  Would you please

 17   turn to page 11?

 18          A.     Okay.

 19          Q.     Do you see item No. 13, this is

 20   Schedule B of your personal property?

 21          A.     Correct.

 22          Q.     It says you own a 5 percent interest

 23   in Interventional Pain Center, PLLC?

 24          A.     Correct.

 25          Q.     And that the value of the interest you
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